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ABSTRACT
The cryosphere is comprised of about 33 million km 3 of ice, which corresponds to 70 meters
of global mean sea level equivalent [30]. Simulating continental ice masses, such as the
Antarctic or Greenland Ice Sheets, requires computational models capturing abrupt changes
in ice sheet dynamics, which are still poorly understood. Input parameters, such as basal
drag and topography, have large effects on the applied stress and flow fields but whose direct
observation is very difficult, if not impossible. Computational methods are designed to aid
in the development of ice sheet models, ideally identifying the relative importance of each
parameter and formulating inverse methods to infer uncertain parameters and thus constrain
ice sheet flow.
Efficient computation of the tangent linear and adjoint models give researchers easy
access to model derivatives. The adjoint and tangent linear models enable efficient global
sensitivity computation and parameter optimization on unknown or uncertain ice sheet prop-
erties, information used to identify model properties having large effects on sea-level. The
adjoint equations are not always easily obtained analytically and often require discretizing
additional PDE's. Algorithmic differentiation (AD) decomposes the model into a composite
of elementary operations (+, -, *, /, etc ... ) and a source-to-source transformation generates
code for the Jacobian and its transpose for each operations. Derivatives computed using the
tangent linear and adjoint models, with code generated by AD, are applied to parameter
estimation and sensitivity analysis of simple glacier models.
AD is applied to two examples, equations describing changes in borehole temperature over
time and instantaneous ice velocities. Borehole model predictions and data are compared to
infer paleotemperatures, geothermal heat flux, and physical ice properties. Inversion using
adjoint methods and AD increases the control space, allowing inference for all uncertain
parameters. The sensitivities of ice velocities to basal friction and basal topography are
compared. The basal topography has significantly larger sensitivities, suggesting it plays a
larger role in flow dynamics and future work should seek to invert for this parameter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The two largest polar ice sheets on Earth, Antarctica and Greenland, are comprised of about
33 million km3 of ice, which corresponds to 70 meters of global mean sea level [30]. The two
most influential ice sheets on global mean sea level are the West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS)
and the Greenland ice sheet, which contain an ice volume above floatation of approximately
3 to 5 and 7 meters in global mean sea level, respectively [2, 13]. WAIS's grounded parts
rest well below sea-level, making it a marine ice sheet, which is believed to be capable of
catastrophic collapse [29, 35]. Current sea-level change projections neglect the effects of
rapid WAIS discharge into the ocean because its dynamics are not fully understand [7].
The degree to which the Greenland ice sheet is thickening/thinning depends on elevation
and latitude [30]. However, a conservative estimate is 50 km3 per year of ice loss [30]. An
important insight, provided by Rignot and Thomas (2002), is ice sheets have the capability
of changing on relatively short timescales; an idea contradictory to the common belief they
are in instantaneous "steady-state" and only change on large, geological timescales [30].
Mass balance in the cryosphere plays a crucial role in global mean sea level, thus having
an "understanding of the evolution of polar ice sheets is of considerable societal impor-
tance" [30]. Computational models that capture abrupt changes in large ice masses may
provide insight into their effects on sea-level, but are still at a stage of vigorous develop-
ment. The degree to which these models capture actual ice sheet dynamics depends on
model sophistication, computational implementation, and model parameter accuracy. The
research presented here is meant to complement model development by computing their
corresponding adjoint and tangent linear models. The adjoint and tangent linear models
enable efficient global sensitivity computation and parameter optimization on unknown or
uncertain ice sheet properties, information used to identify model properties having large
effects on sea-level.
1.1 Glaciological Background
Ice sheet dynamics are still largely unknown [7] and many researchers are investigating the
governing rheology, physics, and external forcing parameters that govern these dynamics [19-
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22,29-31,33,35]. Such parameters have large effects on applied stress perturbations, such as
the amount of basal drag. The goal of the current research is to develop computational tools
that aid in the development of ice sheet models, ideally identifying the relative importance
of each parameter. The effectiveness of these tools will be demonstrated using the simplest
models. Thus, it is not necessary to have a complete understanding of ice sheet dynamics.
A natural extension of this research is to apply these tools to a complicated, more physically
reasonable model. Ice sheets are explained heuristically to develop the vocabulary necessary
to explain the simple models and a brief summary of the more complicated Pollard and
DeConto Model is included as an example of a more realistic model [29].
1.1.1 Heuristic Description of an Ice Sheet
Large ice masses are governed by the principles of continuum mechanics, which provides the
mathematical framework to model a solid body under stress [4,9]. Glaciers and ice sheets
flow because constant accumulation of snow and ice exert a force due to gravity, causing flow
similar to that observed in a very viscous fluid [4,9]. The flow field is affected by physical
glacial properties, geothermal and seasonal temperature changes, sub-glacial processes, and
hydrology. However, gravity remains the fundamental driving force behind ice flow [4,9].
Anatomy of Ice Sheets
Ice sheets are continental-scale ice masses, such as today's Greenland and Antarctica or the
Laurentide Ice Sheet, which occupied North America in the most recent ice age. Ice sheets
grow as snow falls in the "accumulation zone" and, over time, is compacted into ice. The
build up of snow causes the ice to slowly deform and slowly flow (~ 0 to 5 m/yr) toward
drainage basins. In these basins ice flow in considerably faster (~ 1000 m/yr). Glaciologists
believe the increased velocity is due to changes in either basal friction, bed topography,
buttressing or other forcing parameters [4, 9,19,20]. The fast-flowing basins are called "ice
streams" and they drain the ice sheet's volume by transporting ice from the center of the
ice sheet to its periphery. Ice streams may terminate on land or in the ocean. Some are
attached to floating "ice shelves," where hydrostatic pressure under the ice has allowed the
ocean to intrude under the ice sheet. The interface between the grounded and floating parts
is called the "grounding line." Grounding line dynamics are poorly understood and models
are currently being developed to capture their changes over time [29]. In marine ice sheets,
such as WAIS, the ice is grounded below sea level. It has been hypothesized that such ice
sheets are capably of catastrophic collapse [2, 29, 30]. In the case of ocean-terminating ice
streams or ice shelves masses periodically break off the ice sheet. This process is called
"calving" and results in icebergs.
Many open questions remain concerning the dynamics of ice sheets; including, but not
limited to, grounding line dynamics, the acceleration and deceleration of ice streams, and
the buttressing effect of ice shelves [2,4,9,29,30]. In addition to open questions of physics,
rheology, and dynamics, ice sheet modeling presents many computational challenges. Uncer-
tain model parameters have lead to the formulation of inverse problems, sensitivity analysis,
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and probabilistic models [19-22,29,31]. Computational techniques are developed to address
computational challenges such as identifying poorly understood or poorly constrained pa-
rameters, comparing model results to observations, and inverting for uncertain parameters.
Harsh environments and remote locations often lead to observational challenges. Limited
resources require researchers to carefully choose where to drill boreholes, collect thickness
data, and track ice sheet changes. Computational techniques are not only used to facilitate
model development, but also in experiment design; optimization problems are formulated
to determine the optimal location for the next data point, given current knowledge and the
cost of collecting data at a specific location [14].
1.1.2 Pollard and DeConto Model
Computational models have been developed to understand how changes in control param-
eters, such as temperature, ocean melt, or precipitation, affect ice sheet behavior and to
simulate historical variations in ice volume. This information is crucial for predicting future
ice sheet dynamics and their affect on climate [29]. Simulating continental ice masses over
multi-million years requires approximations of time dependent forcing parameters and accu-
rate modeling of the interaction between grounded ice sheets and floating ice shelves [29].
Pollard and DeConto's WAIS model (P/DC model) uses deep-sea-core observations of 6180
to parameterize changes in four forcing parameters: (i) ocean melt, (ii) sea level, (iii) pre-
cipitation, and (iv) temperature over 500 million years, and introduces a mass-flux equation
to capture the dynamic interaction at the boundary between the two ice regions. Com-
putational techniques developed here will allow the sensitivity calculations of the P/DC
model, providing insight about how changes in these forcing terms affect the ice sheet-shelf
boundary.
By varying the forcing parameters representing extreme interglacial, modern interglacial,
and full glacial time periods, the P/DC model simulates the volume of ice at each of these
glacial states. The difference between the simulation with temporally varying parameters and
one where a single parameter is held constant at its modern interglacial value determines the
relative importance of the constant parameter. Ocean melt dominants change in ice volume
when moving from modern to extreme interglacial conditions, however, ocean melt and sea
level are both important when moving from modern interglacial to glacial conditions [29].
Furthermore, although temperature and precipitation both have a significant impact on ice
volume, the effects are typically negating. This initial experiment leads to the hypothesis
that the ice volume model is sensitive to changes in ocean melt and sea level and will have
coupled sensitivities to temperature and precipitation.
1.2 Computational and Mathematical Background
Models are developed to explain observed phenomena, expressing physics in a mathemat-
ical framework. Developing computational and mathematical techniques enables in depth
analysis of ice sheet simulations, including sensitivity analysis, parameter optimization, and
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model comparison. Adjoint and tangent linear models, which are methods of computing
model derivatives, have been developed for such applications and successfully employed in
engineering and geophysical fluid problems [13,18,27,28,36. A sensitivity is defined as the
model's first derivative with respect to a model parameter [13,36] and parameter optimiza-
tion requires the evaulation of cost function derivatives. In general, derivatives are difficult to
derive analytically and often computationally prohibitive to compute; however, by employing
adjoint and tangent linear models these derivatives become readily accessible [13,36].
Phelan et. al., Heimbach et. al., and Wunsch develop two equivalent methods of com-
puting adjoint equations [13,18,27,28,36]. The derivations by Phelan et. al. are motivated
by calculus of variations and energy functionals [27,28]. Although equivalent to the meth-
ods presented by Heimbach et. al. and Wunsch, which are motivated by the method of
Lagrange multipliers, the notation is not consistent with glaciological models. Therefore, an
overview of the methods of Heimbach et. al. and Wunsch, who derive the adjoint equa-
tions for oceanographic and glaciological applications, are presented here [13,18, 36]. The
mathematical framework and computational methods will be described briefly, followed by
a simple example to illustrate the effectiveness the adjoint.
1.2.1 Adjoint/Lagrange Multiplier Method
The adjoint method has been used successfully for design problems in engineering, as well
as for optimal estimation in Earth and climate science [13,18, 27,28, 36]. The method is a
powerful way to compute sensitivities of complex models to very high-dimensional control
spaces. Mathematically, a sensitivity is the partial derivative of an objective function with
respect to a control parameter [13]. For example, varying a forcing parameter at a certain
location by a small amount, 6x, running the model, and observing the change in a cost
function, 6J, is a direct way of calculating the sensitivity to that parameter at that location.
In a discretized spatial domain with m nodes, a full spatial sensitivity map is calculated by
repeating this process at each node. If the model has c parameters, calculating the spatial
sensitivity maps of all parameters using this direct approach would require the model to be
evaluated c x m times, which is computationally inefficient, or even prohibitive. The adjoint,
as presented by Wunsch [36], is equivalent to the method of Lagrange multipliers, and is
well-known in classical mechanics [27, 28]. Formally, it is the transpose of the linearized
forward model, consequently running backwards in time. It can be used to calculate all
parameter sensitivities in a single integration, with significantly less computational effort
than the direct approach [13]. Effectively, the direct (or forward) approach calculates the
changes in all outputs to a perturbation of a single input, whereas the adjoint approach
calculates the sensitivities of one output to all inputs.
Define the glacial state space, E, such that a glacial state, x(t) E B, describes all proper-
ties of the glacier at time t, including velocity fields, ice thickness, and any other unknown
parameters. Discretizating the glacial state in time, let xt be the state at timestep t. Let
L E -+ B be a, potentially non-linear, model such that xt+1 = L[xt]. Define a cost function
Jo : E- R so Jo(xt) = (, where ( E R.
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The Cost Function
The cost function has be defined in the most general sense as a map onto the reals from an
arbitrary point in time. Since L is assumed to be known, Jo can be redefined without loss of
generality as Jo(x0) = (, where x0 is an initial condition. Typically, the cost function takes
one of two forms
1. a scalar property of the entire ice sheet, such as the volume at a specific time or the
average volume over a timespan,
2. or a deviation between unknown parameter values and data, such as the least squared
error between a computed velocity field and observed velocities.
The mathematics, and corresponding computation, is independent of what the cost function
represents and, therefore, it will be denoted to in its general form, Jo. The method of the
Lagrange multipliers is used to minimize the cost function and derive the adjoint equations.
The Lagrange Multipliers
Having defined a cost function, Jo, a minimization problem can be formulated
min Jo
such that x' = L[xt-1] V t E [1,tf],
where tf is the largest timestep in the simulation. Define B* as the dual of B such that
s E E* are Lagrange multipliers at timestep t. Therefore, the objective function becomes
J = Jo - E', pt (xt - L[xt-]) and the constraints are eliminated.
This function is minimized when the partials with respect to each parameter are zero,
which which means
_ = x- - L[xt1 ] = 0 t E [1, tf) (1.1)
DJ 
_ Jo 
_Lx_]
_ - a_ -p t + Lpt]lT t + = 0 t G [1,tf - 1] (1.2)
x = Dxa - ptf - 0 t = tf (1.3)
axtf axtf
_J aJo +&L[xo 
- T 1
= 
0  y1 =0 t =0. (1.4)
The partials with respect to the Lagrange multipliers, (1.1), simply recover the original
constraints, or forward model. The remaining equations are used to find the Lagrange
multipliers. First, applying (1.3),
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aJotf - O___
Ox'
then applying (1.2) recursively,
A tf-N J N n1 NL t-i] T aA
8xt f-N + Z \tj-N+i J xtf-N+n
n= 1 i=o-
for N E [1, tf - 1]. Finally, (1.4) is used to compute the gradient of JO at the initial timestep
Jo _ L[x0] 1T
ax0  [Ox0 I II
By running the forward model and then stepping backward, computing the Lagrange multi-
pliers, it is possible to solve for the sensitivities with significantly less computational effort
than the direct approach [13]. The idea of moving forward and backward in time allows
for an interpretation of the Lagrange multipliers, such that Pt provides the complete sen-
sitivity of Jo at timestep t by "accumulating" the partials of Jo with respect to x0 . This
accumulation of sensitivities is done by recursively applying (1.2) backward in time [13,36].
The operator that propagates the partials taken at a later time backward onto time t is the
adjoint model [L L[xt ] 1 T
~ Lx t  ]
which is the transpose of the Jacobian, or tangent linear model
axt+1  &L[xt]
Oxt = xt
Thus, the adjoint and tangent linear models have been derived in a general form.
The Adjoint and Tangent Linear Models
To further clarify the relationship between the adjoint and tangent linear models, a sec-
ond interpretation is described. Perturbations in the cost function, 3Jo(xt), are linked to
perturbations in the input parameters via the tangent linear modeling [13]
6Jo(xt) = & xt
ax t
aJo [L[xt-1] 1 L[x 0] oO xt I[Oxt- 1 J** I Jx
This as an inner product between aJO and 6x0 , where the tangent linear model, . 9L
nxt  o ct [1X] 1  [
maps changes in inputs forward in time onto changes in the cost function [13,36]. Using the
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definition of an adjoint operator in finite, linear spaces (x, Ay) = (ATx, y) [11, 13], this inner
product can be written
K 8Jo [Lx t -] 1 L[x 0 ]~
67o~xt) Dxt ' [ Xt-' x x
\L~xOJ . [L Dx t -1J Tx0' 0/
<JO' 6XO)
This interpretation shows how the adjoint and tangent linear models are related [13,36]. Also,
it clearly demonstrates how the tangent linear model propagates perturbations forward in
time and the adjoint propagates perturbations backward in time [13,36]. The direct approach
to computing sensitivities is to perturb a single parameter and propagate the perturbation
forward via the tangent linear model. Since this must be done for each parameter, it requires
the tangent linear model to be evaluated N x T times, where N is the number of parameters
and T is the number of timesteps [13, 36]. Alternatively, the sensitivities can be computed
by perturbing the cost function and mapping the perturbation backward in time via the
adjoint model. This computes all of the perturbations in the input parameters and only
requires one model evaluation [13,36]. Thus, the adjoint is a more efficient way of computing
sensitivities [13,36].
The tangent linear and adjoint models have been derived for a general cost function. Both
can be used to compute sensitivities to input parameters but the adjoint has a computational
advantage. However, the formulation of the adjoint equations depends on the specific cost
function. In some applications the forward equations are self-adjoint, meaning the tangent
linear and adjoint models are equivalent, a symmetric matrix in the linear case [11, 20]. In
general, deriving the adjoint model may be difficult, or even prohibitive.
1.2.2 A Toy Problem: Linear Elasticity
Linear elasticity illustrates the relationship between Lagrange multipliers and the adjoint.
Consider a 10 cm x 20 cm plate of elastic material in two dimensions with a fixed left bound-
ary (in both x and y) and with a constant, unit stress applied at the right boundary. Two
problems are considered: (i) a plate composed of the same material (E = 1.0 and v = 1.0)
and (ii) a plate composed of two materials (E = 2.3, E 2 = 17.6, and Vi, = V2 0.3), the
meshes are shown in figures 1.1(a) and 1.1(b), respectively. The goal will be to determine
the sensitivities of these plates to changes in the forcing (i.e. the sensitivity to the stress
applied at the right boundary).
A three node isoparametric finite element solver is implemented to solve both the one
and two material problem. Details of the discretization and calculation are not included
because linear elasticity is simple enough that the finite element discretization should be
straightforward. However, details on how finite element methods can be used in continuum
11
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Figure 1.1: (a) Mesh for the one material plate and (b) two material plate. The thicker black line denotes
the location were material properties change.
mechanics are well documented in sources such as "Finite Element Procedures" by K.J.
Bathe [3]. The resulting model is the linear system Ax = f, where x is the displacements
and f is the forcing. Given zero displacements at the left boundary and a unit force applied
at the right boundary, solutions to both the one and two material can be computed by
solving this linear system. These solutions are plotted in figure 1.2.
The method of Lagrange multipliers is used to compute the sensitivities of the displace-
ments to changes in the force applied at the right boundary, '9. A cost function, Jo, is
defined to minimize the magnitude of the displacements in a least squares sense, Jo = jXTx.
Thus, the minimization problem is
min Jo 0 x T x2
such that Ax = f.
Introducing Lagrange multipliers, y, this problem can be recast to minimize the modified
cost function
J T x - pIT(Ax - f).2
Setting ' = 0 and = 0 implies
Ax = f
and
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Figure 1.2: Solutions to the elastic plate problem. (a) x displacements for the one material problem. All
y displacements are zero. (b-c) x and y displacements for the two material problem.
x - PT A =0
p T A =x
AT p = xT, (1.5)
which means the adjoint equations are given by the transpose of the "forward" matrix. We
can use this equation to solve for the Lagrange multipliers.
We can also compute the sensitivity to changes in forcing by computing the partials with
respect to f
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Differentiating JO directly,
OJo _Jo x = T&X
Of Ox Of Of
and applying (1.5) and (1.6),
00  - A pAOf
yJO T A A-1 T p,
Of
implies the sensitivities with respect to the forcing are the Lagrange multipliers. The sen-
sitivities, or Lagrange multipliers, are plotted in figure 1.3 for the one and two material
problem.
1.2.3 Algorithmic Differentiation
Although a useful tool when calculating sensitivities, because of the large spatial and tem-
poral domains associated with continental ice masses, computing the adjoint requires algo-
rithmic differentiation (AD) [8, 10]. Unlike the linear example, the adjoint equations are
not always easily obtained analytically. Even if they are, often solving the adjoint requires
the discretization of another set of PDE's. AD software addresses these issues by decom-
posing the model and the objective function into a composite of elementary operations
(+, ,*, /, etc ... ) and then generates code for the Jacobian and its transpose for each of
these operations [8, 10, 13]. A previous study by Heimbach and Bugnion used an adjoint
model generated by AD to identify certain regions of the Greenland ice-sheet with posi-
tive sensitivity to changes in temperature and the basal sliding coefficient, contradicting
the intuitive belief that increasing these parameters would always decrease ice volume [13].
This work is extend by using AD to compute the sensitivities of simpler glaciological mod-
els [19-22,29]. The reduced complexity will not only accelerate the planned calculations, but
will also provide an ideal entry point for learning about ice sheet dynamics and modeling.
It is not necessary to understand in detail how AD software process forward model code to
generate the adjoint (or tangent linear) model. However, a description of how to use the
software "Transformation Algorithms in Fortran" (TAF) is provided to demonstrate how
AD is used to analyze mathematical models [8].
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Figure 1.3: Sensitivities, or, equivalently, Lagrange multipliers, for the elastic plate problem. (a) x
sensitivities for the one material problem. All y sensitivities are zero. (b-c) x and y sensitivities for the
two material problem.
"Transformation Algorithms in Fortran" (TAF)
TAF is a source-to-source transformation software, taking Fortran source code and returning
source code of the adjoint or tangent linear models [8]. The software allows the user to
identify dependent and independent variables, such that the independent variables are model
inputs or parameters and the dependent variables are model outputs. For example, imagine
the simple model with dependent variable y,
y = ax2
In this model, the dependent variable depends on two independent variables, input x and
parameter a, y = f(x; a). The user can decide to differentiate with respect to the input or
the parameters, depending on the application [8]. By giving TAF code to evaluate f(x; a)
and differentiating with respect to the inputs, TAF returns code to evaluate
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f'(x) = 2ax,
where a is treated as a constant and TAF differentiates with respect to x. Similarly, if the
user wants to differentiate with respect to the parameters, TAF returns code to evaluate
f'(a) = x
where x is treated as a constant and TAF differentiates with respect to a. TAF can differen-
tiate scalar and vector valued functions with scalar or vector inputs, following the convention
so each row of the resulting Jacobian corresponds to a dependent variable (output) and each
column corresponds to an independent variable (input) [8].
Often, straightforward algorithmic differentiation is not enough to generate the tangent
linear or adjoint code, either due to the specific implementation or the needs of the problem.
Many of these issues can be addressed with TAF options, which are described in the TAF
manual [8]. TAF is invoked at the command line using the syntax
$(TAF) -toplevel [function] -input [variable] -output [variable] -forward/-reverse $(TAF options) $(code),
where [function] is the top level function of the code and [variable] are the dependent and
independent variables, respectively. The options $(TAF options) are any additional TAF
options required by the applications and -forward/-reverse determines if TAF returns the
tangent linear or adjoint code, respectively. Finally, $(code) is source code required to run
the forward model.
Using an adjoint model computed by TAF, Heimbach and Bugnion identified regions of
the Greenland ice-sheet having unexpected sensitivities [13]. Sensitivity information provides
requisite insight for model improvement and where more physical observation is needed.
Although a useful tool, it is important to verify the TAF output. Verification is done in two
ways: (i) the tangent linear and adjoint code should have exactly the same result and (ii)
the finite difference approximation of the derivative should be similar to the tangent linear
and adjoint models.
1.2.4 Mountain Glacier Model
To demonstrate how TAF is used, the sensitivities of a time dependent problem are computed
using AD. Currently in climate modeling, researchers have become concerned with sea-level
rise due to glacier melt. Much of this melt comes from mountain glaciers, thus it is desirable
to know how sensitive ice volume is to changes in forcing parameters. The sensitivity of a
very simple mountain glacier model, presented by Oerlemans [25, 26], to changes in mass
balance is computed via AD. The forward model is
Oh _ 0( h\
-=-- 
-a D(x) a)+MI
09t ax (_ xa'
where h is ice thickness, D(x) = Chn+~ n- is a non-linear flow law with model parameters
C, depending on density and gravity, and n (typically n = 3) and M is the mass balance
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term, often evaporation minus precipitation [25, 26]. A finite difference discretization on a
staggered grid is used to solve the forward model. Compute the flux at the midpoint of two
adjacent grid points
hi+1 - hi
Oi+.1 = -D(xi+.),
where
D(xjl) =_ C (hj+1 + hj ) n+2 hj+1 h) n-iD 2si 2 Ax'
This spatially discretizes the problem,
=_ 2 2+M.
at AX
Boundary conditions are prescribed so h = 0 on the left and h > 0 on the right, allowing the
glacier to "grow" over time. Forward Euler is used to discretize in time. The time-evolving
and steady state solutions and the volume change over time are plotted in figure 1.4.
Ice Profile on a Slope Ice Volume
A-
Horizontal Distance (km) Time (years)
(a) Solution (b) Volume
Figure 1.4: Forward model for the mountain glacier problem. (a) Time-evolving
solutions. (b) Ice volume as a function of time.
and steady state
TAF is used to compute the sensitivities of this solution to changes in mass balance.
If the forward model is implemented in a subroutine "MGmodel," such that, given a mass
balance, M, the volume of the steady state solution, V, is returned, then TAF can be invoked
using the command
$(TAF) -toplevel MGmodel -input M -output V -forward/-reverse $(code).
Calling this command with either the forward or reverse option, TAF generates code evaluate
either the tangent linear or adjoint models, respectively. The sensitivities are computed using
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the finite difference approximation, tangent linear model, and adjoint model. The tangent
linear and adjoint models calculate the exact result, although the adjoint is computational
more efficient. The finite difference is an approximation and not as computationally efficient
as the adjoint model. However, ensuring the tangent linear and adjoint models are equivalent
and well approximated by the finite difference model validates the AD methodology. The
sensitivities for all three methods are shown in figure 1.5.
Finite Difference Approximation
The finite difference approximation of the model sensitivity, used to verify the tangent linear
and adjoint models, is computed
e Subroutine: FDsens
o Input: Mass balance, M
o Compute steady state volume, Vm, with given mass balance
o For each node, i = 1 : N
1. Let Mz=JM + M
2. Compute steady state volume, V, with perturbed mass balance
3. Let M' = M'- JM
4. Finite difference approximation at node i is p4 D 6M
o Return: PFD-
In general, the limiting computational step is the model evaluation. This algorithm requires
O(N) model evaluations, where N is the number of discrete points. Additionally, this
algorithm only computes an approximation of the actual sensitivities, whereas the tangent
linear and adjoint counterparts compute the exact sensitivities.
Tangent Linear Model
The tangent linear model has similar computational expense, however, it computes the exact
sensitivities. The algorithm is
e Subroutine: TLsens
o Input: Mass balance, M
o Compute the tangent linear model using TAF
* Returns the subroutine"MGmodel-tl," which solves the forward and tangent
linear equations
o For each node, i = 1 : N
1. Let the tangent linear variables Mt, = 0 and Vt = 0
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2. Let M, = Mti + 1
3. Call "MGmodel-tl" with the given mass balance and tangent linear variables
4. The Tangent linear sensitivity at node i is pIL V
o Return: pTL.
The algorithm requires O(N) model evaluations, with the added overhead of solving both
the forward and tangent linear equations at each evaluation. The benefit of this model,
compared to the finite difference approximation is that it is exact. The finite difference
approximation is compared to the tangent linear model in figure 1.5(a).
Adjoint Model
The adjoint model also computes the sensitivities exactly with the added benefit of being
more computationally efficient. The algorithm is
e Subroutine: ADsens
o Input: Mass balance, M
o Compute the adjoint model using TAF
* Returns the subroutine"MGmodel_act," which solves the forward and adjoint
equations
o Let the adjoint variables Mad = 0 and Vad 1
o Call "MGmodel-ad" with the given mass balance and adjoint variables
o The adjoint sensitivity at all nodes PAD Mad
o Return: PAD.
The algorithm requires 0(1) model evaluations, with some overhead because the subroutine
"MGmodel-ad" solves both the forward and adjoint equations. Often recomputation of
dependent variables, especially in time stepping loops, causes the adjoint subroutine to be
more computationally expensive than necessary. Modifications to the forward code and TAF
options can eliminate some computational inefficiency [8]. Such changes are problem specific,
and explained in the TAF manual [8]. For the purpose of the research presented here, assume
TAF returns optimized code, although realistically some changes are made to the forward
model. The finite difference approximation is compared to the adjoint model in figure 1.5(b).
Algorithmic differentiation is a powerful tool, allowing the tangent linear and adjoint
models to be readily computed with minimal analytical derivations [10]. The development of
tools like TAF allow users to take advantage of AD without having to understand the details
of the source-to-source transformation [8]. Three methods of computing model derivatives
are shown: (i) the finite difference approximation, (ii) the tangent linear model, and (iii) the
adjoint model. The finite difference approximation is primarily used to verify the correctness
of the code returned by AD software. The goal of this research is to present ways the
tangent linear and adjoint models can be applied in a glaciological context to facilitate the
development of large-scale simulations of the cryosphere.
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Figure 1.5: Sensitivities of mountain glacier model computed with the (a) tangent linear and (b) adjoint
models. Notice, the sensitivities computed with AD generated code are exactly the same and both closely
match the finite difference approximation.
1.3 Glaciological Applications of AD
Two applications using AD complimenting the development of ice sheet models are presented.
Both projects represent simple, yet physically reasonable, models proposed by glaciologist
Douglas MacAyeal. AD is applied to extend his work to include sensitivity analysis and
parameter optimization on an extended parameter space.
In the first project, finite element code is implemented to model the flow of an ice stream.
The discretized model is a two dimensional, shallow ice approximation that depending input
parameters, such as basal friction. The code has been adapted so AD software can be applied
to compute the sensitivity of the ice volume to model parameters, ideally determining which
parameters are most important to explore in terms of model refinement. Compared to the
work by MacAyeal (1993) the AD approach permits extension of the control space to a wider
set of uncertain parameters [20].
In the second project, code is implemented to compute borehole temperature given sur-
face temperature history. MacAyeal formulates an inverse problem, where, given borehole
temperature data, the surface temperature history is computed. MacAyeal's work is ex-
tended in two ways: (i) inverting for all relevant parameters, not just surface temperature,
and (ii) generalizing the inverse problem to compute a posteriori probability densities of the
inverted parameters. The model is simple, however, the computational methods developed
generalize to more complicated models.
Ideally, these projects will be combined to invert for relevant parameters, then compute
the sensitivities to these parameters. These models are simple enough that they can easily be
implemented and analyzed, yet complex enough that they capture interesting glaciological
dynamics. A natural, and future, extension of this work will be to applied AD to more
complicated simulations. Ideally, such research will help identify dynamics not captured by
models and allow sophisticated parameter inversion for uncertain parameters.
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Chapter 2
Borehole Problem
2.1 Governing Equations
Paleotemperatures have influenced the vertical temperature profile of glaciers and inverse
methods have been applied to compute past surface temperature using borehole data [5,22].
MacAyeal uses the adjoint of a heat diffusion model to invert for the surface boundary and,
thus, the surface temperature [22]. This method has two drawbacks: (i) it requires the
adjoint, which is often difficult to derive and discretize and (ii) it assumes the model is ex-
act and does not consider error or variability in other model parameters [22]. Furthermore,
MacAyeal's method is deterministic and does not compute variances for surface temperature.
Dahl-Jensen et. al. address these issues by using a Monte-Carlo method, which does not
require the adjoint and allows the inversion to compute a distribution on all uncertain param-
eters [5]. The drawback of this method is it requires the model to be evaluated many times,
which may be computational infeasible for large simulations. Here, MacAyeal's method is
generalized to invert for all uncertain parameters, algorithmic differentiation is used to com-
pute the adjoint, and an a posteriori error estimation is used to compute the variances. This
generalization and more advanced computational tools aid in parameter estimation and help
identify which uncertain parameters cause the most variability in the model solution.
2.1.1 Continuous, Dimensional Form
The simplest, one dimensional model has governing equations
~ = K - W) (2.1)
at a 2 ga
with spatial boundary conditions
k =$ at f=
T(0,t)=is(t) at /=0,
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and temporal boundary condition
which is presented by MacAyeal [22]. The tildes denote the variables are dimensional, to
avoid scaling problems the equations are non-dimensionalized.
Non Dimensionalization
Define scale parameters
t = T*T i =Z*z
making (2.1) become
T* OT T*k a 2T T*?(z) aT
S* at Z* 2 (z 2  Z* az
with spatial and temporal boundary conditions
aT Z*a
az T*k
T(0, t) T5(t)
T(z, 0) To(z)
ft
at z=-
at z = 0,
at t = 0.
By choosing Z* H and letting K = 7", w(z) = s*w(z*z) and f
equations become
= , the non dimensional
T*k I
aT 82T
at z2-
with spatial and temporal boundary conditions
Oz
T(0, t) =T,(t)
T(z, 0) To(z)
at z = 1
at z = 0,
at t = 0.
The dimensional and non dimensionalized vertical velocity, z@(i) and w(z), respectively, are
defined as
w(z)
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(2.2)
T(z, 0) = fo at t= 0,
t= S*t,
- z A
-
* (z-1).
W(Z) aT
az
The dimensional parameters S* and T* are chosen so T, n, and A = S*A are the same order
of magnitude. Henceforth, the tilde over dimensional parameters will be dropped unless it
is required for clarity; however, the dimensionality should be implied by context.
2.1.2 Discrete Form
The equations are discretized using a finite-difference discretization in both space and time
with M time steps and N spatial nodes. Let t E [0, M] and i E [1, N], with subscripts
denoting spatial discretization and superscripts denoting temporal discretization. The heat
diffusion equation, (2.2), becomes [22]
TI - T- wi(z)
At Az [Trj - 2Tj + Tj-1] -2Az [T+ - T-] for t c [1, M] and i E [2, N-i],
the spatial boundary conditions become
k TN TN-1 =G for tc[1,M]
Az
Tt =T, for tE [1,M],
and the temporal boundary conditions become
TI =To, for iE [1,N].
The discretized equations can be written in matrix form A Tt B T"- + c where
1 0 0 0 0 0
(z -Z) ((I+ ) (,+ 2Z) 0 0 0
0 (f a ~z) (- +2) (* +±'C 0 0£A =A \ Az 22 y A z z 22/ERx
o 0 . . . ' . 0
o 0 0 (a wz))(1 +2) ( + "j")
0 0 0 0 1 1
B= z_ 0 0t A- Az 0 E xN RN
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 01
01 0 00 0
and Tt E RN is the spatially discretized vector of Tj. A linear system is solved to compute
Tt at each timestep.
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2.1.3 Parameters and Units
The ultimate goal is to invert for all uncertain parameters, given borehole data. However,
to run the forward model, initial values are required. Parameters are chosen so the results
make physical sense. Values for the dimensional and scale parameters are shown in table
2.1, non dimensionalized parameters can be computed using these values.
Table 2.1: A list of
The first box is a
parameters and their units for the borehole equations. Values are given for constants.
list of physical parameters and the second is a list of scale parameters used in non
dimensionalization.
The values assigned to i', k, G, and A are used to
as reference values. Eventually, these parameters
inversion problem.
2.1.4 Forward Model Results
Given a surface temperature, the model
is run "forward" in time to compute the
expected temperature profile. Figure 2.1
shows the temperature profile with the di-
mensional surface temperature
Tt = -30 + 5 sin 27r ,8 M
where t is the current timestep and At is the
size of each timestep. Initial conditions were
assumed to be constant, T = -35 0 C.
computed "forward" model results and
will be unknowns and computed in an
Temperature Profile
*2-~ -
00 L-
.3. 1. 32 -3 3030034 -32 -0 -28 .2
Te.raue dg0e~
Figure 2.1: Initial conditions and forward model
results for a given surface temperature. Obtained by
running the governing equations "forward" in time
and letting the temperature profile evolve.
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Parameter Description and Units
K Thermal diffusivity (1.4 x 10- 9 m2 s- 1 )
w(z) Vertical velocity (ms-1 )
k Thermal conductivity (2 W C 1 m- 1)
A Accumulation rate (2.5 x 10-5 m s- 1)
G Basal heat flux (5 x 10-4 W m- 2 )
H Ice thickness (2000 m)
T Temperature (C)
TS Surface Temperature (C)
Z* Thickness scale (2000 m)
T* Temperature scale (-100 C)
S* Time scale (1 x 106 yr)
Despite uncertainties associated with the parameter choices, these results are physically
reasonable. Therefore, the computed temperature profile will be treated as data used to
invert for the parameters. This project focuses on the physical parameters listed in table
2.1, however, similar mathematical framework could be used to invert model parameters,
such as initial conditions.
2.2 Parameter Estimation
The mathematical framework of parameter estimation is problem independent, meaning
techniques developed for this model can be generalized to more complicated glacier models.
The simple borehole model is used as an example of how parameter estimation is useful in
a glaciological context. The model is simple, making implementation easy and allowing the
focus of the project to be on the mathematical techniques. The model also has enough com-
plexity to give physically reasonable results and highlight some of the challenges associated
with parameter estimation.
2.2.1 Inverse Problem Formulation
A forward model has been defined where, given parameter values, it is possible to com-
pute the expected temperature profile. In general, the parameters are unknowns and the
temperature profile is measured. The inverse problem corresponding to this is given these
measurements and computes predicted parameter values. Tarantola describes a general in-
verse problem, including how to compute "optimized" parameter values and corresponding
error estimates [34]. These techniques are summarized here, which will develop the mathe-
matical framework and notation to apply them to the forward model describing the evolution
of borehole temperature.
MacAyeal et. al. derived an inverse problem for this forward model [22], which computes
surface temperature history given borehole temperature data. By reformulating this problem
in the framework described by Tarantola two extensions can be made: (i) error estimates
can be computed for the temperature history and (ii) the inverse problem can be extended
to compute values and error estimates for other model parameters [22,34]. Before describing
the specific problem, the general mathematical ideas are presented.
First, the problem elements are defined and notation is assigned to each important object.
Let D and M to be the a linear spaces such that D is the state space, (i.e. the space of all
possible temperature profiles) and M is the control space, (i.e. the space of all possible values
for the parameters being computed). Define <D : M -+ D to be a model, such that given model
parameters r E M, <(r/) is the model output for the given parameters. Suppose dobs E D
is observed data (i.e. an observed temperature profile using borehole data) and i E M are
reference model parameters (i.e. a "best guess" for the surface temperature, either empirical
or using another method), i is the a priori information on the model parameters. Suppose
CD and C are the covariance matrices for the data and reference parameters, respectively.
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Neither the observations nor the parameters are exact. The observations suffer from
experimental error and the result computed with the parameters maybe wrong due to model
inaccuracies or because the parameters themselves are not exact. Assume the observations
and the a priori information represent the mean of a Gaussian distribution [34], giving the
data and model distributions
PD(d) k, exp - d - dobs]TCD1[d - dbs]
po(rq) = k2exp [7 - ]TC1[,-
where ki and k2 are constants. The a posteriori probability density models how well pa-
rameter values describe the actual system, given the variance/covariance in both the model
and data. Mathematically, the posteriori probability density is the conjunction of pD(d) and
p,(r/),
aM (d, ) = k3 PD(d)-p()
p(d, q)
where k3 is a normalization constant and p(d, r7) is the uniform probability density in D x M.
Since D and M are linear, p(d, r/) is constant. The posteriori probability density can be
written in terms of the model space, M, using the forward model d = <D(r/) [34],
where k now is an arbitrary constant. Substituting PD(<D(7)) and p,(r) into this expression
gives
aM (n) = k exp (- S(r/)), (2.3)
where S(rq) is the "misfit function" [34],
2S(r1) [<(r/) - dobs] T C D[<D(r/) - dobs] + [rq -- i]T Cf [r/ - ]. (2.4)
In the case when <D(r/) is linear, the posteriori probability density is Gaussian. The inverse
problem corresponds to finding the model parameters that maximize orM(r7), or, equivalently,
minimize S(r7) [34]. This formulation of the inverse problem will be used to extend the
problem presented by MacAyeal et. al. [22].
2.2.2 Cost Function
The inverse problem is formulated such that the arguments minimizing a cost function are the
optimal parameters. In Tarantola the cost function is the misfit function, (2.4). MacAyeal
et. al. derived the same cost function empirically to compute surface temperature history
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given borehole data. The MacAyeal cost function computes the least squares difference be-
tween the computed borehole temperature and the observed temperature. A term penalizing
the difference between the surface temperature history and a reference temperature history
constrains the problem so the results are physically reasonable. The continuous form of the
cost function presented by MacAyeal el al. is [22]
_ H [T(z, tf) _ 0(z)]2 dz + c f [T() - i(t)]2 dtJ =  2
which, in discrete form, is
J= [T t f - 6] T'f - 0] + [Ts - ] [Ts-)22
Here c is a "confidence parameter" which parameterizes how well i matches the actual
temperature history. In Tarantola's notation, the confidence parameter corresponds to the
variance/covariance of the reference surface temperature history. If CM = i and C = e ,
then the discrete MacAyeal cost function is equivalent to the misfit function, (2.4). Since the
temperature history is poorly known, the MacAyeal cost function will be used as the misfit
function. In general, it is possible to define the misfit function as any function S : M -+ R
such that argmin [S(r/)] corresponds to the optimal parameter choice.
The goal is to generalize MacAyeal's control space to include all uncertain parameters.
Since the non dimensionalization transformed these parameters to be the same order of
magnitude, define a vector p composed of all uncertain parameters, which could include
any subset of the surface temperature at each timestep, rK, A, and f. The discrete form of
MacAyeal's cost function generalizes to
S =I [Ttf - 0] CM [Ttf - 0] + I P ]T C, [p - ],2 2
J = [Tt -]T [Tt f - 0] + [ (2.5)
where each component of i is now a reference value for the corresponding component of p.
In this example, CM and C, are trivial, however, in a more general, non trivial setting a
non dimensional version of CM and C,, are required.
A minimization problem is formulated to determine the surface temperature history, given
borehole data. Define <b(p) as the forward model, which, given a surface temperature history,
computes the predicted temperature profile as described in section 2.1.2. This definition of
<b does not need to assume the physical parameters and initial conditions are known exactly,
any unknown parameter, including initial conditions, could be included in p. For now, only
boundary conditions and model parameters will be included in p, however, future extensions
may include initial conditions.
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2.3 Optimization With TAF
Given data, an inverse problem has been formulated that will compute optimized parameter
values to reproduce the data using a model. This problem will now be applied to a physical
problem, specifically predicting past surface temperatures. The "data" is first computed by
prescribing a surface temperature and running the forward model. This data, denoted 0,
will be used as input to "back out" the prescribed surface temperature.
Minimization of the cost function, (2.5), is complicated by the fact that <D(rq) is not a
linear operator. Newton's method will be used to find the root of the first derivative, which
corresponds to the extremum of the cost function. It can be verified via the Hessian that
the extremum is minimum, however, this will not be shown explicitly.
2.3.1 Minimization
Problem Statement
Formally, the problem statement is
min J = (Tf -6]T [Ttf -90] ± 2 -T [--
such that <D(p) - Ttf.
Computing J
A top level routine is implemented to evaluate the cost, given the uncertain parameters, p.
This routine is called "cost" and is evaluated:
* Subroutine: COST
o Input: Unknown parameters p
1. Evaluate Ttf - <D(p)
2. Compute J j [T tf - 0] [Ttf - ] + f p - [p -
o Return: J
Computing VJ
Rather than taking the derivative of J and implementing a function to compute its gradient,
VJ, TAF is used to algorithmically generate code to compute the gradient via the adjoint.
The TAF command is
$(TAF) -toplevel COST -input p -output J -reverse $(source code)
which generates adjoint code in the subroutine "cost-ad." A driver, "dpara," is written to
compute VJ,
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e Subroutine: dpara
o Input: Uncertain parameters p
o Initialize variables and their corresponding adjoint variables, J, Pad, and Jad
1. Let J 0, Pad = 0, and Jd= 1
o Call "COST-ad," which stores VJ in Pad
o Return: VJ Pad
Computing V 2 J
Algorithmic differentiation is used recursively to compute the Hessian of J with respect to
the uncertain parameters, V2 J. The tangent linear model, "forward" mode of the TAF, is
used to compute the Hessian, as opposed to the adjoint model, "reverse" mode of TAF, used
to compute the gradient. TAF is called with the command
$(TAF) -toplevel dpara -input p -output VJ -forward -pure $(source code),
which generates the tangent linear code in the subroutine "dpara-tl." Another driver,
"dpara2," is written to compute the Hessian matrix
e Subroutine: dpara2
o Input: Uncertain parameters p
o Initialize variables and their corresponding tangent linear variables, V 2 J E RMxM,
VJtj E RM and pti E RM
1. Let V 2 J = 0, VJtj = 0, and ptj = 0
o Loop though the control space, t = 1,... , M
1. Let VJt(t- 1) =0 (ift> 1) andVJtl(t) = 1
2. Call "dTstl," which stores V 2 J(:, t) in VJtl
3. Set V 2 J(:, t) VJ;
o Return: V 2 j
Minimization: Newton's Method
Having generated code to compute VJ and V 2 J, the final step in minimizing J is to find p
such that VJ = 0, which is done using Newton's method. As an initial guess, let p be equal
to the reference parameters i and preform Newton's method,
e Subroutine: Newton's Method
o Input: Initial guess p =
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o Preform a Newton iteration:
1. Compute VJ and V 2J using "dpara" and "dpara2," respectively
2. Solve the linear system V 2J6p = -VJ for op
3. Increment pk+1 - Pk
4. If ||VJ|| < (1, 11[I < (1, and J < (3 for tolerances (i E R exit; otherwise
preform another Newton iteration
o Return: pfinal
The inverse problem has been solved since pfinal minimizes the cost, or misfit, function,
(2.5). Equivalently these parameter values maximize the a posteriori probability density,
(2.3), if S(77) is defined to be the minimized cost function. pfinal is the optimized parameter
values.
2.4 A Posteriori Error Estimation
Having found the optimal parameter values, pfinal, the variance on these parameter values
will be estimated analytically using the techniques described in Tarantola [34]. A mathe-
matical framework is presented describing how the a posteriori error estimation is derived.
After building this framework, the procedure used to compute the error estimation in the
context of inverting for surface temperature history is described.
2.4.1 Mathematical Framework
The mathematical framework is described by Tarantola and is re-derived here to show how
the theory can be used in a glaciological context [34]. Define pfinal = 7* as the computed,
optimal parameter values and assume this is the mean of a Gaussian distribution. Thus,
there must exist a covariance matrix, C7 *, such that the a posteriori probability density is
aM(7) = k exp -n- TC*
which has similar structure to the definition of Um(,q) in (2.3). Thus,
2S(,) [7 - 7*]TCl[ - *] + k,
where k is an arbitrary constant, noting that this is not necessarily the same k from (2.3).
This implies
n- 7 *T Ci[ - 77*] + k = [1(77) - O]TC-4[I(,q) - 0] + [77 - i] TC 1 [,q -
It is not possible to easily solve for Cj* because D(71) is nonlinear, however, it is possible to
approximate C, 1 by linearizing @(77) around 7*,
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<DW ~-d <b(,*) + G(y - 7*),
where Gi = . Thus,
which, after some simplification, implies
Cl ~GT ChlG+Cf. (2.6)
2.4.2 Computing G
The mathematical framework deriving the a posteriori variance matrix, C , presents two
computational problems: (i) computing the matrix G and (ii) inverting C-1 . The first of
these can be computed using TAF so the derivatives do not need to be computed directly.
The second problem requires either a matrix inversion or an additional assumption to simplify
the computation.
The G matrix requires the differentiation of the forward model <b(7). A subroutine,
"PHI," has been written so given parameter values, p, the subroutine returns the borehole
temperature profile, T. TAF is used to algorithmically differentiate this function using the
command
$(TAF) -toplevel PHI -input p -output T -forward -vi $(source code),
which returns a subroutine "PHItl" that is used to compute G. A driver is written
* Subroutine: Compute G
o Inputs: Uncertain parameters, p
o Initialize tangent linear variables, ptt = 0 and Ttj = 0
o Loop through the control space, t = 1,..., M
1. Let pt(t - 1) = 0 (if t > 1) and pti(t) = 1
2. Call "PHI_tl" which computes G(:, t) = Tj
o Return: G
2.4.3 Inverting C-'
The inverse of the a posteriori variance matrix is computed using (2.6). If the problem is
small enough, it may be possible to directly compute the inverse. However, this is unlikely
true in a general sense. To avoid taking the inverse, assume the parameters are independent
and set the off diagonal terms of C,? to zero. The variance of each parameter is o- ~ .V * if
If two parameters have a large covariance and this assumption is not valid and neither is
this technique. Instead only one of the parameters can be inverted for and the other must
be computing using a physical relationship.
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2.5 Results
This theory is tested by prescribing parameters and running the model forward to compute
synthetic "data," denoted 0 and shown in figure 2.2(b). Using the data as input, the inverse
problem formulated above is solved to estimate the prescribed parameters. The goal is
to generalize the results from MacAyeal et. al., who only invert for surface temperature
history [22]. The two extensions are the ability to invert for more than one parameter
and computing error bounds on the results. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to
invert for all of the parameters due to model nonlinearities; even the simple model described
here presents challenges. Although many of these challenges can be easily solved in the
simple case, they suggest a more difficult problem when these methods are generalized to
more complicated models. Parameters are divided into two sets, "linear" and "nonlinear,"
where linear parameter maintain linearity of the forward model and nonlinear parameter
introduce a nonlinearity. Notice, (2.2) and corresponding boundary conditions are linear in
the unknowns, T. If parameters such as f = G and T, are included as unknowns linearity
is preserved. However, if rn and w(z), or, equivalently, A, are included as unknowns a
nonlinearity is introduced. It will be shown that this nonlinearity increases the difficulty of
the inversion.
2.5.1 Linear Parameters
There are two linear parameter in this model, f = G and T. To invert for these parameter
the algorithm requires an initial guess and a reference value. Let these be equal, with con-
stant surface temperature and flux, as shown in figure 2.2(a) and table 2.2. Assume all the
parameters are independent, so the covariance matrices CD = C7 = [ in dimensional form.
Each entry corresponds to a covariance between two parameters and must be nondimension-
alized accordingly. This is trivial in this case since they are the identity. The computed
surface temperature, and the corresponding variance, is shown in figure 2.2(a). Similarly,
the computed flux and variance is shown in table 2.2.
Parameter, f
Exact: 2.5 x 10-4
Reference: 1.0 x 10-4
Computed: 2.524 x 10-4 ± 4.299 x 104
Table 2.2: The parameter f = - treated as an uncertain parameter. "Data" was computed using the
exact parameter value, an initial guess and reference value was provided, and a computed parameter value
was calculated using an inverse method.
The temperature profile resulting from the computed surface temperature matches the
data well, shown in figure 2.2(b), and the inverted surface temperature seems to be matching
the dynamics of the prescribed surface temperature. The variance increases around extreme
points of the surface temperature history (maxima and minima) and as the simulation goes
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Figure 2.2: (a) Surface temperatures, including reference temperature, i-, input temperature, TO, and the
computed temperature T, and its variances. (b) Temperature profile data, including initial conditions, To,
data, 0, and the temperature profile computed from inverted surface temperature T.
"backward" in time. This increase makes intuitive sense because these areas are more difficult
to see in the "memory" of the ice. It is interesting to note the magnitude of the flux variance
is of the same order as the flux itself. At any point in time the magnitude of the surface
temperature variance is not as large as the surface temperature. This suggests flux is less
constrained by the model than temperature. Small flux variations will have less effect on
the cost function than surface temperature variations. More information, either a different
covariance matrix or a more realistic model, may allow the inversion to decrease the flux
variance and compute an estimated flux with a higher likelihood. Given current information,
the flux estimation with the highest likelihood is not significantly more likely than nearby
estimation. Conversely, the variance on the surface temperature is relatively low. Small
changes in the estimated surface temperature cause larger changes in the cost function,
especially close to the present time. The inversion is doing a better job predicting surface
temperature than flux. This conclusion may change with a more realistic model, data, and
covariance matrices. However, it shows how this method can be used to identify which
parameter are poorly constrained by the problem.
Advantages of Linear Parameters
Despite the large variance, the mean of f is close the the exact value and the computed
surface temperature captures the dynamics for a relatively large amount of time before
the ice loses its "memory." Both of these parameters maintain the linearity of the model,
meaning all of the nonlinearity in the cost function is due the quadratic misfit term. For
example, if the surface temperature assumed to be known and the flux, f, is the only unknown
parameter the cost function is quadratic, as shown in figure 2.3. Optimizing a quadratic cost
function, or equivalently finding the root of a linear function, is easy and figure 2.3 also
shows how the algorithm converges in one iteration. When the problem is solved with all the
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linear parameters, including T, no additional nonlinearities are introduced. Thus, the cost
function is no more than quadratic in any of the unknowns and there is a unique minimum
that is relatively easy to find.
2.5.2 Nonlinear Parameters
Nonlinear parameters introduce nonlinear X Cost Function
terms into the model, no longer guarantee-
ing a quadratic cost function. If the nonlin-
earity complicates the cost function enough 4
it can cause the optimization algorithm to
fail. In this model there are two nonlin-
ear parameters, A and k. Both introduce
enough nonlinearity to prevent convergence.
The problems associated with these param-
eters mean the optimization algorithm must Flux
be altered to invert for the nonlinear pa- Fiure 2.3: C
ramter. Fgues .4() ad .4() sow igur 23Cost function, J, varying only the flux
parameter, f. The cost function is quadratic, with
the cost functions if A and K were the only any initial condition, the algorithm coverages quickly
uncertain parameter, respectively. The ac- and easily.
cumulation rate, A, maintains an approxi-
mately quadratic structure, whereas, the thermal diffusivity, r', begins to deviate from this
general structure. More importantly, both parameters introduce high frequency noise into
the cost function.
x10o CostFunction Cost Function
7- 3-
5 -2
3.5-
Accumulation Rate 1 Thermal Diffusivity 7 0
(a) Cost Function, A (b) Cost Function, n
Figure 2.4: Cost functions when the nonlinear parameters, (a) accumulation rate, A, and (b) thermal
diffusivity, n, are the only unknown parameters. The added nonlinearity in the cost function causes high
frequency noise, making the first derivative very large.
Unlike the finite difference approximation, the tangent linear and adjoint equations com-
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pute the exact derivative, which at any point can be extremely large and even small per-
turbations can cause sign changes. The second derivative can have even more complicated
structure. The gradient decent method proposed to compute optimal parameters will fail be-
cause of the large derivatives, which do not capture the large scale steepness of the function.
To invert for nonlinear parameters a different optimization algorithm is required.
2.5.3 Modified Optimization Algorithm
The nonlinear parameters change the model 4D(q) from a linear function to a nonlinear one.
This model can be linearly approximated by @(D) ~ (J(q*) + G(, - r*), where Gj = '. G
has already been computed using TAF, the method is described in section 2.4.2. The misfit
equation, (2.4), becomes
2S(7) ~~ [4I(r*) + G(n - n*) - dobs]TCf [4(r*) + G(7 -- *) - dobs] + [q -- I]TC [ - ]
Linearizing around the reference parameters, 77* = , means this misfit approximation is
linear in the unknown parameters, 7. Letting J(7) = S(), VJ can be computed with TAF,
using the same method described in section 2.3.1. Rather than use the exact Newton method,
which requires the second derivative of J, a limited-memory quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) method
is used to minimize J, which only requires the gradient [17,24]. A L-BFGS implementation by
Jorge Nocedal, available at http: //users. eecs. northwestern. edu/-nocedal/lbf gs .html,
is used to perform the minimization [17, 24]. Results using the linearized model in the cost
function and L-BFGS method are shown when A or n is the only uncertain parameter in
table 2.3. In both cases, the exact value within the variance of the computed parameter and
the variance is relatively small.
Parameter, A Parameter, K
Exact: 2.5 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-9
Reference: 3.75 x 10-5 2.1 x 10-9
Computed: 2.33 x 10-5 t 5.86 x 10-6 1.31 x 10-9 t 3.38 x 101
Table 2.3: The parameter A or n treated as the only uncertain parameter, respectively. "Data" was
computed using the exact parameter value, an initial guess and reference value was provided, and a
computed parameter value was calculated using the L-BFGS method.
2.5.4 Inverting for All Uncertain Parameters
A major advance of this method is the ability to invert for all of the uncertain parameters at
once. The ability and accuracy of the inversion is determined by the amount of information
that is stored in the ice memory. Eventually, temperature diffusion and basal heat flux, will
"erase" surface temperature dynamics. Two values of the thermal diffusivity, n, are chosen
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to demonstrate this. Figure 2.5 and table 2.4 show the results for smaller thermal diffusivity,
, = 1.4 x 10-9, whereas figure 2.6 and table 2.5 show the results for larger thermal diffusivity,
, = 1.4 x 10-8.
The effect of different r, values on the temperature can be seen by examining the profile
temperature, shown in figures 2.5(b) and 2.6(b). Smaller values of temperature diffusion,
figure 2.5(b), causes the prescribed temperature dynamics take longer to diffuse through the
ice sheet. Conversely, larger values of temperature diffusion, figure 2.6(b), cause the diffusion
to happen faster. In figure 2.6(b), only the most recent surface temperature minimum can
be seen in the borehole temperature profile. In figure 2.5(b), however, dynamics from the
most recent minimum and the preceding maximum can be detected.
Surface Temperature Temperature Profile
I.
(a) Surface Temperatures
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Figure 2.5: (a) Inverted surface temperature and (b) borehole temperature when the exact
K = 1.4 x 10-9 when all of the parameters are uncertain. The temperature profile shows the ice stores
much the surface temperature profile, which can be seen in the temperature oscillations. These dynamics
are partially captured in the computed surface temperature before it reverts to the reference value.
Table 2.4: Computed values for uncertain scalar parameters for a smaller values of K. "Data" was
computed using the exact parameter value, an initial guess and reference value was provided, and a
computed parameter value was calculated using the L-BFGS method.
The inversion is limited by how much information is "stored" in the data. After a certain
length of time, the magnitude of which depends on the parameters, a surface temperature
dynamic is no longer detectable in the ice core. Therefore, the inversion will not be able
to for surface temperatures past this critical time point. The results for the small and
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large values of K, figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(a), respectively, reflect this. The inverted surface
temperature history for the smaller K value captures two humps, the first minimum and the
maximum, but the inverted surface temperature history for the larger K only captures the
first minimum.
Surface Temperature Temperature Profile
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Figure 2.6: (a) Inverted surface temperature and (b) borehole temperature when the exact
n = 1.4 x 10--8 when all of the parameters are uncertain. The temperature profile shows the ice stores
much the surface temperature profile. Only the most recent temperature minimum can be seen in the
borehole data. Since the ice has "forgotten" the surface temperature history past the most recent
minimum, the inversion reverts to the reference value past this point.
Parameter, f Parameter, A Parameter, K
Exact: 2.5 x 10-4 2.5 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-8
Reference: 3.75 x 10-4 3.75 x 10-5 2.1 x 10-8
Computed: 2.50 x 10-4 t 7.86 x 10-5 2.99 x 10~' t 1.41 x 10-4 2.17 x 10-8 t 2.27 x
Table 2.5: Computed values for uncertain scalar parameters for a larger values of r,. "Data" was
computed using the exact parameter value, an initial guess and reference value was provided, and a
computed parameter value was calculated using the L-BFGS method.
This is a limitation of inversion. Regardless of the computational sophistication of the
model, optimization, or adjoint calculation, the only parameters can be estimated via inverse
methods are the ones that are still reflected in the dynamics of the data. The time at which
the data no longer has enough information to estimate the uncertain parameters depends
on the parameters themselves. A posteriori, it is possible to estimate this time by noting
when the inversed parameters no longer deviate from the reference values. Notice, in figures
2.5(a) and 2.5(a) the surface temperature approaches the reference value for times before
the critical time.
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2.5.5 Conclusions
A method to invert for all uncertain parameters of a forward model has been presented. A
simple one dimensional model demonstrates the pros and cons of this method. The method
generalizes the method presented by MacAyeal [22] inverting for any linear parameter, de-
termining variances on computed parameters, and using AD tools to eliminate the need to
derive and discretize the adjoint by hand. The one dimensional example demonstrates how
nonlinearities introduced by some parameters can limit Newton's method to only converging
to a region where the parameters likely are, as in parameter A, or cause the algorithm to fail
completely, as in parameter K. However, other optimization routines, such as quasi-Newton
solve this problem.
In this simple model, the nonlinear parameters are constants, making it easy to visualize
the cost function as these parameters vary. However, in a more complicated model the non-
linear parameters may vary spatially or temporally, resulting in high-dimensional, nonlinear
cost functions. In such models, it is important to ensure the cost function is smooth and
to use a robust optimization algorithm. Quasi-Newton methods with a linearized model are
one solution, however, others, such as noise filtering, may also solve this problem.
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Chapter 3
Two Dimensional Ice Sheets
Simulations of continental scale ice sheets are being developed to model velocity, thickness,
and temperature changes through time [13,19,21,29,33]. The modeled dynamics are compli-
cated and often depend on large numbers of input parameters. Computational tools facilitate
the design of models by comparing competing models, computing sensitivities, and inverting
for uncertain parameters. In this project, the sensitivities of a simple ice sheet model to
changes in two parameter fields are computed. Identifying the parameters the model is most
sensitive to also identifies the parameters that need to be best understood to accurately
capture ice sheet dynamics.
The simple model considered here neglects temperature, treating the ice sheet as a de-
forming solid body and applying continuum mechanics. Two conservation equations are
considered: (i) Stokes equations for conservation of momentum determines the velocity field
and (ii) mass conservation determines the ice thickness field. These equations are derived
and discretized. It is then shown how algorithmic differentiation is used to compute model
sensitivities and identify the most important parameters.
3.1 Governing Equations
Although ice flow is affected by internal forces, temperature, and mass balance, gravity is
the main driving force [19,21]. Accumulation of snow and ice exerts a force on the existing
ice sheet, causing slow deformation and flow [4,9]. The internal glacial forces are largely
influenced by instantaneous ice thickness and stress due to friction at the basal and side
boundaries [21]. The deformation of ice is slow and in most regions of the ice sheet flow
is almost static (0 to 5 m/yr). The conservation equations derived here focus on modeling
regions of faster flowing ice (I to 3km/yr), namely ice streams and floating ice shelves, where
the flow is assumed to be dominated by mechanical forcing and thus heat balance is neglected.
Flow is modeled with Stokes' stress balance equations, which are simplified by assuming
the viscosity of the subglacial layer is much smaller than ice viscosity and the horizontal
length scale is much larger than the thickness [19, 21]. The simplified Stokes equations
are the shelf/stream equations derived by MacAyeal [19, 21]. Given an ice thickness, the
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simplified Stokes' equations model the instantaneous ice velocities of floating ice shelves
or grounded ice streams [21]. Time dependent equations, derived from principles of mass
balance, update the ice thickness given computed velocities. Ice mass can only enter or
leave the glacier through a boundary flux or accumulation/ablation. The velocity fields
determine the boundary flux and accumulation/ablation is a prescribed forcing field. This
two-step scheme, computing the instantaneous ice velocities with the shelf/stream equations
and updating the thickness, simulates ice flow. The derivations of the sheet/shelf and ice
thickness equations are summarized, followed by a description of the numerical schemes used
approximate solutions.
3.1.1 Derivation of Shelf/Stream Equations
MacAyeal derives the shelf/stream equations [19, 21] and cites other researchers who have
independently arrived at the same equations [21]. These derivations are included to provide
insight about glacial physics and define notation. Define x = (x, y, x) E R3 to be the
coordinate vector and u = (u, v, w) E R3 to be the velocity vector. The ith component of the
x vector is denoted either as xi or x, y, or z. Similarly, the ith component of the u vector is
denoted ui or u, v, or w. Assume a viscous flow law
T = 2ve,
where r E R3 x 3 is the stress tensor, v is the viscosity, and eij O(i = + is the strain
rate. Defining pressure, p = i allows the stress tensor to be decomposed into the
volumetric, Tr = pI, and deviatoric, rd = T - rv components. Stokes flow, or creep flow,
is assumed as the governing regime, implying the instantaneous velocity satisfies Stokes
equations [19,21],
- + (2vex) + (2vexy)+ a (2vexz) 0 (3.1)Ox OX ay z
ap 0 8 &
+ a (2vy2) + a (2veyy) + z (2vy) = 0 (3.2)
+ (2vezz) + (2vd6Y) + (2vezz) pg (3.3)
z ax ay +z
where p is the ice density and g is gravitational acceleration. The Stokes equations are an
approximation of the momentum conservation equations with internal stress divergence and
gravity as the driving forces. Vertically integrating these equations and applying boundary
conditions on the ice surface and basal boundary simplifies the Stokes equations to the
2-dimensional shelf/stream equations.
Surface Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions at the ice surface are obtained by requiring the deviatoric stress in the
outward pointing unit normal direction,
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nS=
(&z ,)2 +v (9Z, ) 2 + 1
to be zero, Td - n, = 0, where z, is the surface elevation. In component form,
Dzz(2vexx - p) 
0Z
2vDyx + (2v
Dz
2ve6zx + 2v
ax
Dz,
+ 2vexy - 2vez
ay
Dz,
eyY - P) D - 2vey
Dz8
zy n (2vezz - p)
y
These equations apply at z = z, and will be used to simplify the equations after vertical
integration.
Basal Boundary Conditions
At the basal boundary, the deviatoric stress in the outward pointing unit normal direction,
494~ aZb
-- - j+
nb- (X)2 + (,)2 +1
is equal to the force from the above ice mass, Td -nb = -pghnb, where h is the ice thickness
and Zb is the basal surface. In component form,
Dzb(2vexx - p)
ax
Dzb
+ 2 ve Zb - 2vex,Dy
2veyx + (2ve, - p) - 2veyz
Dx D y
2vezx , + 2vezy 94- (2vezz - p)
ax ay
Dzb
= -pgh b
ax
= -pgh b
ay
= pgh.
These equations apply at z = Zb and, similar to the surface boundary conditions, will be
used to simplify the equations after vertical integration.
Vertical Integration
Vertically integrating the x and y Stokes' equations, (3.1) and (3.2), from zb to z, removes
the z component of the velocity vector, resulting in equations for 2-dimensional flow, which
will be solved numerically. The vertical integration step is
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-0
- 0.e
d+ (2v )dz+ f (2ve,,)dz+ f a(2vez,)dz = 0(9x ax y z
- dz+ (2veyx)dz+ Z a)d+ (2veyz)dz = 0.
Zb ay Zb Z
Applying Leibniz Rule to the first three terms of these equations and integrating the fourth,
ax I pdz + ] (2vezz) dz + 49 (2vey) dz
ax x a y zb
- (2vexx - p) * - uery a9 + 2vexz
ax ay
+ (2vxx - A + 2 v1ey - 2vxz = 0ax ay
b fzb a
-
2 vdyx az, - (2ve,, - ap + 2 veyz
8x (9y
+ 2veyxa + (2vdyy P) a -_2veyz 0.
The second and third lines of each equation corresponds to the surface and basal boundary
conditions, respectively. Applying these boundary conditions simplifies the equations,
a a Z8 a f 8 - aZb za pdz + ] (2vexx) dz+ (2ve)dz-pgh =0ax J8 x yJ~ ao x
a Z pdz + (2vyx) dz+ a Z (2veyy)dz - pgh = 0.ayJ~ ax Ib ay JZb ay
The final step in the derivation is to assume the horizontal velocities and strain rate is
independent of z, which is justified if the ice shelf/sheet is shallow compared to its horizontal
length [19, 21]. Mathematically, this assumption implies u, dxx, dzy = ey, and eY, are
independent of z, recalling vertical integration has removed the z component of the velocity
vector. This assumption also implies ezx = ezy = 0. Applying this assumption to the z
component of Stokes' equations, (3.3), and integrating from z, to Zb,I/zb a pzb
f ya(-p + 2vezz) dz = pg dz
p = pg(z, - Zb) + 2vezz
p = p -2v(exx+eYY)
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since Z,-Zb = h is the ice thickness and the incompressibility of ice implies ezz = - ( + eY).
Plugging this expression for pressure into the vertically integrated Stokes' equations gives
8 zag z. ag z8 azbpgh - 2ve, - 2vey, dz + I (26,) dz + 9y z (2vey ) dz - pgh = 0j Zb aX zb a
- / pgh - 2vexx - 2vey, dz + (2vey) dz + a (2vey) dz - pgh = 0.ay JZb ax zb ay Jzb ay
Since none of the integrands depend on z, the integrals can be removed by multiplying by h,
a (2vh(2xx + Y)) + a (2vheY) - pgh a+ a)) 0ax ay (x a/x
a (2vh (2evy + exx)) + a (2vhex ) - ypgh ay+ =a) 0ay ax ay ay
which can be further simplified using z, = Zb + h
a (2vh(2exx+eVY))+ (2vhxy) pgh az
ax ay ax
a (2vh (2YY + Xx))+ a (2vheyx) pgh a,ay ax ay
which describes the flow due to 2-dimensional internal stresses. For ice streams, basal friction
also affects ice velocity, adding an additional term to these equations
(2h (2xx + ey)) + a (2vhex) = 2u + pgh a; (3.4)
ax ay ax
(2i/i2ey + exx)) + a (2vheyx) =3 2 v + pgh a*Y (3.5)
ay ax ay
where 32u and 32 v is the basal shear stress in the x and y directions, respectively [19,21].
For ice shelves, #2 = 0 and the parameter is squared to enforce positivity. These equations
are the shelf/stream equations, which are solved numerically.
3.1.2 Derivation of Ice Thickness Equations
The equations describing the evolution of ice thickness depends how quickly ice is transported
by flow and the accumulation/ablation rate [21]. The thickness is modeled by the continuity
equation, derived from the conservation of mass,
ah
+ V - (uh) - a = 0 (3.6)at
where V -(uh) is the advection of ice mass and a(x, y) is the accumulation/ablation rate [21].
The ice thickness is at a steady-state solution when O =0.
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3.2 Discretization of Shelf/Stream Equations
The equations describing the velocity, u = (u, v), of an ice shelf/stream in the domain Q, as
given by MacAyeal [19-21] and derived in section 3.1.1, are
u u &v a 8 8v z
a9 i2vh (2 + ax)) + a uh + (v2(-g h )= 0
ax1 azi 49X2 aX2 (9X2 831 48x1
__ au 2 Vv __yz
a 2vh (2 a+ + au)) + a1 + - 3 a-pogh *a 0,
which are the same equations as (3.4) and (3.5), replacing e with expressions in terms of u.
The viscosity is strain-rate dependent, accounting for steady-state power-law creep [19] and
is given by
v= B n1 (3.7))2 2 ,2 ) 2n
Bu _lBo ff1 uvB _p Bu .9o2(!x1) +\8x 2  7X4 8x2  x1} x1 x 2
where B and n are flow-law parameters [19-21]. Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced
for u and v on aQd and Neumann boundary conditions on aQ such that 0Qd u aQ -- 8Q.
The velocities of the ice shelf/stream are approximated using the finite element method
(FEM).
Parameters and Units
The shelf/stream equations have SI units of Pascals (Pa), although velocity results are pre-
sented in m/yr. Constants are properties of ice, the actual values are chosen to be physically
reasonable and so each term of the equations has the same scale. Parameter units are defined
so each term has the same unit, allowing for operations such as addition. A list of parameter
values and units is presented in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: A list of parameters and their units from the shelf/stream equations. The first section of the
table are flow-law parameters, the second is frictional parameters, and the third are forcing parameters.
Values are given for constants.
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Parameter Description and Units
v Viscosity (Pa s)
B Flow-law parameter ((1.8 x 108)- Pa s-
n Flow-law exponent (n = 3)
0 Basal friction parameter (Pa s -1
p Ice density (917 kgm-3 )
g Gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s-2)
Defining Notation
To simplify notation, define velocity flux vectors
Fz=[
2vh 22u + '9
ax ax
_I
The shelf/stream equations then become
V F -_ 2u
V G -_ 2v
2vh 2v +'u
vh av + anax 1 aX2
Dz
- pgh "
09X1
- pgh 09z(9X2
= 0
3.2.1 Converting to Weak Form
The shelf/stream equations, (3.9) and (3.10), are converted from strong to weak form by
integrating against test functions r/ and y
7V -F -r 32u + pgh I dV = 0
ox1
j V - G - 02v + pgh j dV = 0.
The divergence theorem is applied to the first term of each integral and the test functions
are restricted such that q = y = 0 ona80,
rF -ndS - F -Vr?+02ru+ pghr z dV
f 2 (Bz - 0
-yG-ndS- G - 732 + + pgh,7(Z' dV
n ax2
where n = (nt, nl) is the unit normal vector pointing out of the domain. Assume F - n =
G - n = 0 on 6Q, which requires u and v to be extremum on 6Q, meaning the boundary
is a local maximum or minimum. The equations are multiplied by negative one to discretize
the interior, giving two weak form equations
F -Vr+ pghr/ - dV = 0
G .V'7+ 2v + pgh aS dV = 0.
ax2
(3.11)
(3.12)
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I. (3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
IaQn
- 0.
/ aan
The boundary terms will be accounted for after these interior terms are in the form of a
linear system. The weak form equations will be solved numerically on a finite element mesh.
3.2.2 Domain and Basis Decomposition
The domain must be decomposed to compute numerical solutions of the shelf/stream equa-
tions, approximating the velocity at discrete points on the glacier. The domain will be
broken into distinct elements, the union of which defines the approximation domain, and the
equations will be solved on each element. The velocity fields are decomposed into polynomial
basis functions, truncating the approximation to ignore higher order polynomials. Comput-
ing the basis coefficients uniquely defines each field. The approximation can be improved by
increasing the number of elements or increasing the highest order polynomial in the basis.
The shelf/stream equations are solved using linear basis functions and accuracy is improved
by mesh refinement.
FEM Element Decomposition
Define the approximation domain, Qo, such that Q0 = LJ Q, where Q3 are triangular
elements and Qe n Q = 0 if e #4 f and E is the number of elements. Each element has
N nodes at points defined by xi = (xi, yi) and let V be nodal basis functions such that
V(xj) = 6ij on node i of element e. Define global basis functions <Di = EE < and require
e Cm [Qo] and JDi E C'-1 [Q0 ]. To approximate the shelf/stream equations m 1. The
functions u, v, q, and -y are approximated using these basis functions and are unquily defined
by their respective nodal coefficients.
N N N N
U :ZIa4Da V 4Zbb Y7c c 'Y YZYd4d
a=1 b=1 c=1 d=1
N N N N
_9 Pa _ v ?7c V.'__ae - \'X1 a=1 4 Z .fbab=1 a x c=1 ax X d=1
N N N N
X2 a=1 a2 X b=1 492c=1 (92 2 d=1 4X
These are used to decompose the velocity flux vectors, (3.8), into the decomposed velocity
flux vectors
N AaN aD
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which are the sum of the elemental velocity flux vectors Fd = 1 Fi and Gd = )
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The velocity flux vectors are defined such that F ~ Fd = E 1 Fe and G ~ Gd = EE_
and the basis functions 4) and 4 )e should be chosen so as E -+ oc and N -+ o the
proximation is exact. With this choice of basis functions the numerical approximation
be improved by either increasing the number of elements or by increasing the order of
basis functions. To solve the sheet/shelf equations, linear basis functions are used and
accuracy is improved by increasing the number of elements, E.
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3-Node Triangular Reference Element
E triangular elements have been defined; using a differentiable bijection, (e, to map a refer-
ence element, Qr , onto each element simplifies the computation. The mappings We . Qr -+ e
define the problem on a single 3-node triangular reference element, with three reference vari-
ables, s ={si, S2, s3}. The three nodes are numbered according to the convention in figure
3.1. The reference variables are defined so si 6 ij on nodes j E {1, 2, 3}, which are the
vertices of the reference triangle, and E3 si 1 for all s E Qr
3 Local basis functions are linear functions
on the reference element and do not depend
on the element e. A local basis function,
4O, is associated with each node such that
S3
2
1 sl
#2 = s2
03 = s3-
Figure 3.1: Graphic of the 3-node triangular
reference element, Q. The three reference variables,
S = {1, S2, 83}, are defined such that s= 1 at node
p, which are the element vertices, and decrease
linearly in the direction of the corresponding arrow.
Additionally, E Si 1= for all s E W.
The element basis functions are linear func-
tions on the element e and are different for
each element. The element basis functions
can be defined as the composition of the lo-
cal basis functions and the inverse of the bi-
jection e,
( (x) = # -(0 o -1(x)
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(3.13)
and their derivatives are defined using the chain rule
a3 _ 1 i S
ad a Sj a~d
3 8 (<p a(X))j
1 098j ad
where d E { 1, 2 }. The elemental Jacobian is computed as
x 3 Spa
3 a=1 3
where Xia denotes the ith component of the x vector on the ath
constraint that E 1 s,3 = 1 this is a 3 x 3 matrix and
node. With the additional
Opxj 
- (je)-1
89xi ji '
The derivatives of the elemental basis functions are computed by analytically taking the
derivatives of #j and inverting the 3 x 3 Jacobian matrix
BQ, 3a (Je)-l. (3.14)
Xd j=1
Thus, the elemental basis functions, (3.13), and their derivatives, (3.14), can be computed
in terms of a singular reference element.
3.2.3 Discrete Form
A FEM formulation of the shelf/stream equations is obtained by rewriting (3.11) and (3.12)
in terms of the basis functions. First, in terms of the global basis functions
JFd >QI
0 C=1
N
( d=1
N
+ pgh (
c=1
NaVDd) + 32
N
d=1
N
a=1
( NbEbb=1
c dV
N g()
+ pgh E(D ay dV
(d=1
-0
= 0,
which can be reformulated in terms of the elemental basis functions to derive the discretized
FEM equations
E
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These are nonlinear because of the viscosity terms in Fd and Gd. An iterative FEM method
will be used to solve for pui and (j for all admissible values of rj and 'yj. Let u(k) ')with u(0)
be given as an initial guess, be the velocities at iteration k such that at node i, u_ 1 = p k)
Up(k) (k)u2i i
Updating Viscosity
Let v(k) be the viscosity at iteration k.
to the two spatial variables x1 and x 2
N
au (k) (k) ____
i=1
N
gv (k) k (__W
i=1
recalling a( have been computed using
by inserting these into (3.7)
The partials of u and v are computed with respect
N
au (k) __ k)
i=1
N
av (k) _(k)O~
aX2 
0X
t=1
the reference element. The viscosity is approximated
B
1(k) =
g2 (k)) 2 ( 8 (k))8xi (9X2
2 1 g u (k) + g (k) 2
4 aX2 491
n-1'
+ a(k) __ (k) 2n8X1 1x92
If the denominator is zero, corresponding to constant velocity, v(k) is set to a large number,
0(1015). v(k) can be computed for any point x E Qo by evaluating the velocity derivatives
at x and inserting the results into the viscosity formula.
Matrix/Vector Form
After decomposing the system of equations onto each element using linear basis functions,
a linear system must be defined to solve for the nodal coefficients. The equations on each
element will be formulated into an elemental linear system, consisting of the element right
hand side vector and element stiffness matrix. The FEM linear system corresponding to
the discretized FEM equations are computed as the assembly of the each elemental linear
system. If p and Kj are components of the element right hand side vector and element
stiffness matrix, respectively, the assembly operation adds this value to the appropriate
component of the FEM linear system. For i E {1, 2, 3} and j E {1, 2, 3} the element right
hand side vector, pe, is
pe f = - Ja pgh jidV p= - f% pgh- 4dV
and the element stiffness matrix, (K')(k), on the left hand side is
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(K~m)(k) m = 2j -1 m 2j
n 2i - 1 J>,, 4,(khi "I + (kh.~- e( +JI32,e dV0 Xi X1 aX aX2x 't -7
0vk aX2 aX1 aX aX2
f,2 V(k) h~ '9 e ± +V(k h a' &4 jdV0 X1 OX2 aX2 aXi
fQ, 4v(k) h i--- + V(k)h9Die -aVL ± (-
The integrals are computed using two dimensional, three node Gaussian quadrature. If gq is
a Gauss point, the value of each data field is computed at the Gauss point using the basis
functions
hq = E31 hi 44(9q)(9 &z--L) q
k)- v(k)(g)
-Z 9Zi ( O~i(gq)
where hi, !f3, ( and (2) denotes the
hand side vector is computed
pi1 = - q q () q
and the element stiffness matrix is computed
(Kg.m)(k
/32 _ : 3 )
X2, ) qX2 ,
value at element node i. The element right
p _-1 = - _qwpgh b
m 2j - 1 m = 2
,,k aD ~ V 1Wq ( 4 hq aL 8 'J- q ) hqi - 1- + 2 )
Y3= ( (k) +~ V (k) e~
Z 1Wq (\ 2 q hq2 p ±L'q hq8 ~ jx
W31 q k D(k) h q a (Ve "-h q -(D
__ (2 ~ hq '' -- +V
q 1 Wq (4v )hq(" Lj +v(k)h ' a -j +a q~)-,
where wq are the Gauss weights and the basis function and their derivatives are evaluated
at the Gauss points. These element right hand side vectors and element stiffness matrices
are assembled into the global right hand side vector and global stiffness matrix, which are
used to formulate the FEM linear system used to update the velocities. Let Ae(i) map local
node number i E {1, 2, 3} onto the global node number I E [1, N]. The global right hand
side vector and stiffness matrix are initialized to zero. The global right hand side vector, p,
is computed
p1=p+ p
and the global stiffness matrix, K(k), is computed
K = K1J + (Kj )(k)
for each element e. An iterative process using these objects numerically solves for the steady
state velocities.
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n =2i - 1
n = 2i
I
,(Kem) (k m = 2j - 1 m = 2j
3.2.4 Boundary Conditions
After discretizing the equations on the domain interior, the boundary terms must be added
to the system. There are two types of boundary conditions: (i) Dirichlet BCs corresponding
to a prescribed velocity at the boundary and (ii) Neumann BCs corresponding to a calving
boundary, with prescribed ice flux. Nonzero Dirichlet BCs are prescribed where ice streams
enter the domain and zero Dirichlet BCs are prescribed at nonslip boundaries. Neumann
BCs occur at the calving boundary.
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Dirichlet BCs are imposed after the right hand side vector and stiffness matrix are computed.
If there are Ed nodes where Dirichlet BCs are enforced, Qd, then let i E {1, 2, ... , Ed} and
d(i) map i onto the global node number. The BCs are enforced by letting Pd(i) = zi, where
zi is the prescribed velocity, and K(k) = 0 for j $ d(i) and K (k) = 1. Nonzero zi's ared(i),j i)d )
applied where ice streams enter the domain, and zero zj's at nonslip boundaries.
Neumann Boundary Conditions
The Neumann boundary conditions, where calving occurs, have already been enforced by
assuming F - n = G - n = 0 on 6Q,. Thus, no additional discretization is needed at the
calving boundary. However, this assumption may not be ideal to capture the dynamics
of a calving boundary since modeling calving front dynamics is an active area of ice sheet
research [33]. The assumption made for this model has been implemented because it is
computational simple, which will be useful later when the adjoint is computed for sensitivity
analysis.
3.2.5 Iterative FEM Formulation
The residual, r(k), is the amount by which K(k)u(k) differs from the right hand side, p, and
is computed
r(k) - p - K(k)u(k)
The residual velocity, uk), is calculated by solving the linear system
K(k)u(k) - r(k)
and the velocity is updated by u(k+l) - u(k) + u$k).
3.2.6 Convergence
This algorithm is repeated until |uk) 2 < e|ur(2 | 2, for small c. The iterative method is
equivalent to the well-known Newton-Raphson method, which converges quadratically. This
algorithm is applied to two test cases to ensure the algorithm is implemented correctly.
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Different forcing, ice thickness, and boundary conditions are applied to change the expected
velocity fields.
First Toy Problem
The first test case has a constant ice thickness of H = 1500 m with Dirichlet boundary
conditions are enforced on the top and side boundaries such that u = 0 m/yr and v = 1000 m/yr
and a calving bottom boundary. To simplify this test case define, the surface elevation to
be constant (g = = 0) and basal friction to be zero (3 = 0 (Pa s m1)2. The expected
solution is a constant velocity of 1000 m/yr in the y direction and 0 m/yr in the x direction.
Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) shows the algorithm computes these expected results to reasonable
precision. Figure 3.2(c) suggests quadratic convergence until a small precision is reached,
indicating the algorithm is converging as expected. Although physically uninteresting, these
results suggest the scheme is implemented correctly.
*.Veft V, 14' Y-V~ftCwgwa SuWIle Equ~m
(a) x velocities (b) y velocities (c) Residual, Iu~I
Figure 3.2: First test case with constant ice thickness and basal friction. Dirichilet BCs are applied at the
top and side boundaries and a calving fount is imposed at the bottom boundary. (a) Zero u velocity, (b)
Constant, nonzero v velocities, and (c) quadratic convergence until a small precision is reached.
Second Toy Problem
In the second test case, the ice thickness is changed to be H = 1500 m at the top boundary
and H = 1000 m at the bottom boundary with a linearly decreasing ice thickness in the y
direction and constant ice thickness in the x direction. Dirichlet boundary conditions are
enforced so u = 0 rn/yr on the top and side boundaries and v = 1000 rn/yr at the top boundary.
On the side boundaries, v linearly increases from 1000 rn/yr to 1500 rn/yr. A calving front is
imposed at the bottom boundary. The basal friction field and surface elevation is defined to
be
# = 5 x 104 sinrfsinL (Pa s m') ad z,= 09m
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Given these conditions, v is expected to increase from the top to bottom boundaries and
u should be small and symmetric, balancing the curvature in v. The surface slope and the
ice thickness gradient should cause the velocities to increase toward the calving boundary.
The rate of increase is not constant in the x direction; the acceleration in the center of the
domain is faster because drag from the side of the ice stream has less effect. The basal
friction field corresponds to a "sticky spot" being in the center of the ice sheet [32]. This will
slow the increase in velocity as the ice moves toward the calving boundary. The y velocity
field should reflect this, especially toward the center of the domain. These expected solutions
are computed and shown in figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b), notice the y velocities increase toward
the calving boundary and the "sticky spot" is reflected in the center. Figure 3.3(c) shows
the residual at each iteration.
1 V
(a) x velocities (b) y velocities (c) Residual,
Figure 3.3: First test case with linear ice thickness in the y direction. Dirichlet BCs are applied at the
top and side boundaries with a calving front imposed at the bottom. (a) Small u velocity, (b) Increasing v
velocities, and (c) Slower convergence than observed in the first toy problem due to the more complicated
boundary conditions, although still reasonably fast.
3.3 Discretization of Ice Thickness Equations
The time dependent ice thickness equation, (3.6), on the domain Q, as presented in [21], is
-t+ V-(uh)- a=O0 (3.15)
where h is the ice thickness, u is the velocity vector, and a is the ablation/accumulation
rate. Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced on 6Qd, where a known ice thickness causes
a constant flux through the domain boundary, and Neumann boundary conditions are en-
forced on 6Q,, where a calving front causes a net flux out of the domain. A FEM spatial
discretization and finite difference temporal discretization allows the ice thickness to evolve
in time.
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3.3.1 Galerkin Scheme
The Galerkin scheme is the straightforward FEM discretization of the ice thickness equation.
This scheme provides the general numerical framework, which is modified to minimize nu-
merical error. It also easily couples with the scheme used to solve the shelf/stream equations.
The Galerkin scheme consists of a spatial and temporal discretization. The spatial dis-
cretization is similar to the FEM discretization of the shelf/stream equations, while the
temporal discretization is the Crank-Nicolson method. The combination of two, distinct
numerical methods allows the scheme to be presented in two steps: (i) applying the spatial
discretization to the continuous ice thickness equation, (3.15), yielding a semi-discrete form,
and (ii) applying the temporal discretization to the semi-discrete form, yielding fully discrete
equations that can be solved numerically.
The advantage to the FEM motivated Galerkin scheme, rather than using finite difference
or finite volume, is its similarity to the scheme approximating the shelf/stream equations
and adaptability to unstructured meshes. Previously, an ice thickness was prescribed at
each node and the nodal basis coefficients for the x- and y-components of the velocity fields
were approximated using FEM. In the Galerkin scheme, the velocity field is fixed and the
ice thickness is updated in discrete timesteps to a steady state. Using the same mesh
eliminates the need to interpolate the velocity field onto different nodes. Furthermore, the
FEM discretization can be easily generalized to unstructured meshes, without the need to
edit large portions of code. This is especially advantageous should the need arise for local
mesh refinement, perhaps at calving boundaries or cracks.
The major disadvantage to this scheme is it lacks an intuitive representation of internal
node-to-node or element-to-element fluxes that are readily available in finite difference or
finite volume schemes. However, it will be shown that carefully interpreting the semi-discrete
form of the ice thickness equation can eliminate this drawback. Additionally, numerical
adjustments can be made to the algorithm to ensure the scheme is mass/volume conserving
and positivity preserving [12,15,16,21].
Numerical Diffusion
A well known disadvantage of the standard Galerkin discretization derived above is the
introduction of numerical diffusion [1,6,15,16,21,23]. A nonphysical, numerical diffusive term
is added to the Galerkin discretization, which dominates the physical dynamics and yields
an oscillatory solution [1, 6, 23]. It has been shown on a regular grid the Galerkin method
is equivalent to a central difference scheme, which exhibits the same nonphysical behavior
[1, 6, 23]. In the central difference scheme, and equivalently the Galkerin scheme, nodes
located in the opposite the flow direction contribute to the solution at the next timestep,
a physically unrealistic scenario. Conversely, in an upwind difference scheme, which does
not exhibit nonphysical oscillations, only nodes in the direction of flow contribute to the
solution at the next timestep. Thus, to remove the numerical solution from the central
difference scheme a diffusive term is subtracted from the convection-diffusion equation so
it is equivalent to the upwind difference scheme [1, 6, 23]. Since the Galerkin scheme is
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equivalent to the central difference scheme, subtracting the same diffusive term will also
remove the nonphysical oscillations from the presented approximation [1, 6, 23]. MacAyeal
adds a diffusive term to the ice thickness equation, (3.15), so the scheme is equivalent to an
upwind methods
Oh
+ V - (uh) - V -(nVh) - a = 0 (3.16)at
where n E R2x 2 is a numerical diffusion parameter [21]. The diffusion parameter, K, is
"designed to diffuse along flowlines and minimize diffusion across flowlines" and is defined
as
v 2a [i + u 2-+-us 0 1 [xx 0
6 0 |vi + V2 + V3| 0 nYY
where ae is the area of element e, and ua and vi are the x- and y- components of the velocity
at node i, respectively [21].
3.3.2 Spatial and Temporal Discretization
Converting to Weak Form
The ice thickness equation with the numerical diffusion removed, (3.16), is converted from
strong to weak form by integrating against a test function w
w ( +V-(uh)-V-(Vh)-a dV=0.at ' -
Applying divergence theorem to the second and third terms and assuming Vh n = 0 on 6Q
-uh -vh + kXX + kyy aw dV+ whu-nds=0,at ax1 - x2 x1 ax1 x2 ax 2  f69
where n is the unit normal vector pointing out of the domain. The boundary term will,
temporarily, be neglected by requiring w = 0 where Dirichlet BCs are enforced. The integral
arising at Neumann boundaries will be added back onto the equation after the interior inte-
gral is in the form of a linear system. Ablation/accumulation will temporally be neglected.
FEM Basis Decomposition
Before describing the spatial and temporal discretization, it is necessary to decompose the
ice thickness equation with the FEM basis functions, as was done to the velocity field in the
shelf/stream scheme. Using the same approximation domain, Q0 , element decomposition,
Qo = [Ji_1 0, and N basis functions, 4ij, as the shelf/stream equations h and w can be
approximated
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Nh~ (hi i
i=1
N
w EW D
j=1 j=1
dh-
sw9a a'
j=1
Solving for the nodal coefficients, hi, will define the ice thickness, h. The bijection, P:
0, is used to map each element onto the reference element, described in section 3.2.2.
An FEM discretization, similar to that used in the shelf/stream equations, approximates
solutions to the ice thickness equation.
Spatial Discretization
The ice thickness equation can be expressed in terms of the global basis functions
i=1
dhi D
dt
AT A T NT NT
- u 1hi 4i Ewj a -VSE hj4)j
i=1 j=1
1 a
i=1 j
N a- N N a- N
+±wj k h) +wk
j=1 j=1 j=1 2j=1
which can be further decomposed into the element basis functions
N N (D
- u h w W
i=1 j=1 3 x
N N
i=1 j=1
N
j=1 (9x1
N N5 hj +( w, kY
j=1 j=1
hx
N
-a wjgb dV =0
j=1
dh- 3e 84(4D4)- uhiw4 a -vhjwj4) 3dt "332 z .2 X 'O aOX 2
+ m je hi a4)(9 1 axi + wi ' h- -- - a~bj= 0± 9 2 YYhz a4)>z0
The decomposition in terms of the element basis functions is used to assemble a system of
equations with unknowns hi and dh,dt
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Matrix/Vector Form
Assuming there are no sources or sinks, a = 0, and no flow through the boundary, the
semi-discrete form of the ice thickness equation, (3.17), becomes
zw &DQ dV
j=1 i=1 0
N N &j Dj ( )
= N h uhiwj D' + vhiwi Qi 3 - wj 3 nxxhi * - wj 8  2hi dV
j=1 i=1 0O1O2 l l 2 2
which has the form M- = Kh, where M and K result from the assembly of the elemental
matrices
8Q* 8& &Q a &e 8Qe 8e
M f=f V Q dV and K =feu4 aIg v -+ xx -Oy g dV.
The matrices M and K will be reffered to as the mass matrix and discrete transport operator,
respectively. These integrals are computed using two dimensional, three node Gaussian
quadrature. Evaluating the local basis functions at the Gauss points, gq, and computing the
velocity at the Gauss points as
Uq __ tt Vq 3 iqq=1 Eq=1 Vi ,
where ui and vi are the nodal velocity values. The elemental mass matrix and elemental
discrete transport operator are then computed
j 11ax 9X2 Oxi eaxi 0X2 YY 9
where wq are the Gauss weights. These elemental matrices are added to the global matri-
ces using the same function A(i), which maps the local node numbers i E {1, 2, 3} onto
the global node number I E [1, NI. The global matrices are initialized to zero and the
contribution from each element is added,
M1; = M1j+ M and K1j = K1 j + K .
The mass matrix and discrete transport operator form the spatially discretized ice thickness
equations.
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3.3.3 Generalizing Boundary Conditions
The semi-discrete equations, ML = Kh, will be modified to include boundary conditions.
Define the flux vector, q= hub, to be the amount of ice transported per unit area per year,
where ub is the velocity through the boundary. The amount of ice transported through the
domain boundary is f6G q- n ds, where n is the unit normal vector pointing out of the domain
and appears in the equation when converting to weak form. The boundary integral is
- wq-nds.
There are three types of boundaries: (i) stagnant ice on 6JQ, (ii) the upstream boundary
on 6JQ, and (iii) calving boundary on 6Qc. The boundary term is decomposed and applied
separately,
- j wq -nds - j wq - nds - wq -nds,
requiring 6Q, U 6JQ U 6Qc = 6Q and the intersection of any two distinct boundary types to
be the empty set.
Stagnant Ice Boundary
The stagnant ice boundary is where the ice stream/shelf abuts stagnant, grounded ice or
bedrock. At this boundary there is no flow through the boundary, either u -n = 0 or h = 0,
so q-n =0. Thus, f6Q wq-nds =0.
Upstream Boundary
The upstream boundary is where ice flows into the domain at a known flux. This boundary
condition can be either enforced as q - n = qo or h = ho, which are equivalent since u is
known. In the current numerical scheme the former is used, enforcing the Dirichlet boundary
condition after the equations are in the form of a linear system. Since the ice thickness is
known on 6Q, the boundary integral is not required to enforce this condition and the test
function, w, is restricted so w = 0 on 6Q. Thus, f6Q w q -n ds = 0.
Calving Boundary
The calving boundary at the bottom of the domain is where ice breaks off the glacier, often
into the ocean. It is assumed the flux of ice through the boundary is equal to the flux coming
into the boundary, q -n = hu -n. The boundary integral is decomposed into basis functions
and the integral on each element becomes
3
-h,ctj) <D, (j)u -nds,
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where p(i) maps the boundary element node number onto the global node number and Eb
is the number of elements on the calving boundary. One basis function is defined to be zero
on the lower element boundary, without loss of generality, assume it is the third one. The
remaining basis functions are linear across the element boundary,
2
- hpe(j)u n <Dpe(j) ds
2 Lohpe(j)u -n
2
i=1
The calving boundary vector is defined as
( N 1 2 Lohpe(j)uIfn if i Eb= n= i=1 2
0 if i Ec
where EC is the set of nodes on the calving boundary and Ni is the number of calving
boundary elements that have node i as a vertex, typically Ni 1 or 2. Thus, the calving
boundary condition can be implemented by modifying the right hand side vector for boundary
nodes,
dh
M = Kh - b. (3.18)dt
Finite Difference Time Discretization
The Galerkin method with the addition of the calving boundary vector, and numerical
diffusion spatially discretizes the ice thickness equation, yielding the semi-discrete form.
The Crank-Nicolson method is used to discretize the semi-discrete equations, (3.18), in time
M = - [Kh m + Kh - bPhP - bm]At 2
M- tK+ bP hP = M+ K hm At bm (3.19)2 2 1 2 1 2
where the p and m denote "plus" and "minus," respectively and
N Lou z n if i Ec and bm _ En i1 LEh un if iE Ec
if i (EC * 10 if i ( EC
and b = 0 if i $ j. Letting G - M - AK + AbP and f - [M + AK] hm - Abm, with
known initial conditions h, defines the linear system GhP = f. The Dirichlet boundary
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conditions, where ice thickness is known, is strongly enforced by setting GA(i) , = 0 for all
i / A(i) and GA(i),A(i) = 1 and fA(i) = ho(i), where A(i) maps boundary node i, where the
ice thickness is known, to its global node number and ho(i) is the prescribed ice thickness at
node i. This modified linear system is solved for the ice thickness at the next timestep.
3.3.4 Convergence
The ice thickness is updated until a steady state, =0, is reached. The scheme determines
this by requiring ||hk- hk-1|| < y for small y, where k is an iteration count. To ensure the
scheme is working correctly two toy problems are used to test the implementation. These
two problems are analogous to the two problems used to test the shelf/stream scheme.
First Toy Problem
In the first toy problem, the prescribed velocity field is u = 0 m/yr and v = 1000 m/yr,
which should produce a constant ice thickness. This problem is solved on a rectangular grid.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on the top boundary such that htop = 1500
m, stagnate boundary ice or bedrock is assumed on the two side boundaries, and a calving
boundary is implemented at the bottom of the domain. The numerical solution to this
problem is shown in figure 3.4(a) and the corresponding residual, - is shown in
figure 3.4(b).
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Figure 3.4: Ice thickness equations solved with consant Dirichlet BCs on the top boundaries and a
calving boundary at the bottom. (a) Ice thinkness and (b) residual.
Second Toy Problem
The second toy problem, the prescribed velocity field is u = 0 m/yr and v = 1500 - 5__
m/yr and the same boundary conditions as the first toy problem. The ice thickness should
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decrease from the top to bottom boundary and be constant in the x direction, as shown in
figure 3.5(a). The residual for this test problem is shown in figure 3.5(b).
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Figure 3.5: Ice thickness equations solved with Dirichlet BCs on the top boundaries, such that h
decreases from the top boundary to the bottom. A calving boundary is imposed on the bottom. (a) Ice
thinkness and (b) residual.
3.4 Combining Shelf/Stream and Ice Thickness Equa-
tions
Combining the two numerical schemes solving the shelf/stream and ice thickness equations
creates a method to evolve ice velocities and thickness to a steady state, given basal friction,
bottom topography, and ablation/accumulation fields [21]. The entire algorithm is
1. INPUTS: Topography (z,, 5-, y:), basal friction (#2) ablation/accumulation rate
(a), initial ice thickness (ho), and boundary conditions
2. Initially, let n = 0 and preform an iteration:
(a) Solve shelf/stream equations for velocity field (un) with ice thickness hn.
(b) Update ice thickness with (3.18) for T iterations, defining the resulting ice thick-
ness field as hn+1-
(c) If Ilh"-h"+1| < r/, hn+1 is the numerical steady state solution, otherwise increment
n and preform another iteration.
3. OUTPUTS: Steady state velocity field (u) and steady state ice thickness (h)
This algorithm is used to compute the steady state ice solution for an idealized ice stream.
To demonstrate the algorithm is working three simulations are presented: (i) a simple case
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to demonstrate the algorithm works as expected, (ii) an idealized ice stream, and (iii) an
idealized ice shelf.
3.4.1 Simple Case
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Figure 3.6: A simple simulation to demonstrate the algorithm works as expected. The (a) x velocities,
which are 0 m/yr, (b) y velocities, which are 1000 m/yr, and (c) ice thickness, which is 1500 m, all as
expected. The (d) residual shows convergence, in the simple case, is fast.
The simple case has a constant bottom topography ( - 0, = 0), constant basal
friction (# = 0 (Pa s m-1)2), and no ablation/accumulation (a = 0 m/yr. Initial conditions
are h = 1000 m on the whole rectangular domain. Boundary conditions are imposed so
u = 0 m/yr, V = 1000 m/yr on the top and side boundaries, h = 1500 m on the top boundary,
and calving boundary conditions are imposed at the bottom boundary.
A constant solution, U = 0 m/yr, V = 1000 m/yr, and h = 1500 m, on the whole domain
is expected since there is no topographical features to affect flow, figures 3.6(a), 3.6(b), and
3.6(c) show this solution is approximated to reasonable precision. The residual, Il N-
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shown in figure 3.6(d), shows fast convergence, which is unsurprising given the simplicity of
the simulation.
3.4.2 Idealized Ice Shelf
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Figure 3.7: Computed (a) x and (b) y velocities and (c) ice thickness with corresponding (d) residual
for an idealized ice shelf.
To test the case of an ice shelf, inputs are prescribed as
z3= (1- - (1100+1000 +5000 Ym and #=0 (Pas m-1).,
where p, is the density of ocean water. Initial conditions are hO = 1000 m. Velocity boundary
conditions are imposed so u = 0 m/yr on the top and side boundaries, v = 0 m/yr on the
side boundaries, and v = 2000 sin (x/Lx) m/yr on the top boundary. Ice thickness boundary
conditions are imposed so h = 1500 m on the top boundary and side boundaries. Calving
boundary conditions are imposed at the bottom boundary.
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The computed solution to this idealized ice shelf is shown in figure 3.7. The computed
velocities and ice thickness are relatively flat for most of the ice shelf and thicken in the
direction of the boundaries, which is expected [4, 9]. The velocities increase in the y direct
toward the calving front and are virtually zero in the x direction, behavior that is typical of
an ice shelf [4, 9]. The convergence is slower than the simple case, but still converges in a
reasonable number of iterations.
3.4.3 Idealized Ice Stream
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Figure 3.8: Computed (a) x and (b) y velocities and (c) ice thickness with corresponding
for an idealized ice stream.
To test the case of an ice stream, inputs are prescribed as
3 = 1X1'4y Ym and { 5 x 105
1 x 105 sin sin + 100
if - < 0.10 or > 0.90Ls - Lx
else
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Initial conditions are h0 = 1000 m on the whole rectangular domain. Velocity boundary
conditions are imposed so u = 0 m/yr on the top and side boundaries, V 0 m/yr on the
side boundaries, and v = 1000 sin (7rx/L.) m/yr on the top boundary. Ice thickness boundary
conditions are imposed so h = 1500 m on the top boundary and h = 1000 +5 m on the
side boundaries. Calving boundary conditions are imposed at the bottom boundary.
The computed solution to this idealized ice stream is shown in figure 3.8. On the two
side boundaries, where , is large, the y velocities are small, but they increase drastically as
the basal friction decreases toward the center of the ice stream. Since topographical changes
are exclusively seen in the y direction, the x velocities are virtually zero until the calving
boundary. However, since the assumption imposed at this boundary may not be ideal, this
dynamic may not be physical [33]. The ice is thickest over the regions of high basal friction,
at the two side boundaries and the center of the domain, since the velocities are smallest. The
internal portion of the basal friction field introduces a sticky spot in the center of the domain.
This sticky spot is evident in both the y velocities and the ice thickness. The convergence is
slower than in the simple case, however, the residual is small after a reasonable number of
iterations.
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Chapter 4
Parameter Sensitivity
Chapter 3 describes a method to compute steady-state solutions for ice sheet dynamics, given
appropriate boundary conditions and parameter fields. By defining a cost function, such as
model-data misfit or ice volume, the simulation can be treated as a forward model. A natural
extension of the discretization is to apply methods similar to those of Chapter 2 and invert
for the model parameters. The model from Chapter 3 is significantly more complicated than
the model used as an example in Chapter 2. Therefore, it is more difficult to implement
the inverse problem. Instead, the two dimensional ice sheet model from Chapter 3 will be
simplified and sensitivity analysis will be performed to determine important parameters.
To simplify the forward model, assume the ice thickness is fixed, thus eliminating the need
to solve the ice thickness equations. Instead, the sensitivity of the shelf/stream equations
to input parameters will be computed. The assumption as computational motivations. The
shelf/stream equations require an iterative loop due to the nonlinearity in the viscosity
term, which in the full simulation is nested in the time stepping loop from the ice thickness
equations. These nested loops make using TAF challenging [8,10]. By only working with the
shelf/stream equations their is only one loop, which simplifies the altercations to the code
required for TAF to be employed. Once this is implemented, it can be extended to include
the ice thickness equations.
MacAyeal solves a similar problem, inverting for the basal friction field using velocity
data [20]. MacAyeal demonstrates the shelf/stream equations are self adjoint and uses this
in the inversion. Rather than using AD to compute the adjoint, the same discretization from
the forward model can be used to compute the adjoint variables [20]. By using AD in this
project it allows for future work to incorporate extensions like the ice thickness equations.
Additionally, MacAyeal only computes the sensitivities to the basal friction parameter. This
may not be the most important parameter in ice flow dynamics [4,9,13] Model sensitivities
to both basal friction and topography are computed and the magnitude of these sensitivities
suggest the topography plays a more important role than basal friction.
Heimbach and Bugnion use AD to compute the sensitives of the Greenland ice sheet
to changes in input parameters [13]. The formulation of this problem is similar to the one
presented here, the major difference being the finite element implementation. Hypothetically,
AD should be independent of the method used to discretize the problem [8, 10]. However,
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practical implementation of AD, such as TAF, often encounters unforeseen computational
challenges. This project clearly shows that AD can be used on finite element code.
4.1 The Forward Problem
Velocity fields are computed using the shelf/stream equations, derived in section 3.1.1 and
discretized in section 3.2. Boundary conditions are prescribed such that there is a calving
boundary at the bottom of the domain, the x velocities are zero meters per year on the
remaining three sides, the y velocities are 1000 m/yr at the top boundary, and the y velocities
linearly increase to 1500 m/yr along the two side boundaries. The surface topography and
basal friction are prescribed such that
3 = 1 x 104  (Pa s m-1)2 and z,= 1x10"v m.
The solution to this problem is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Forward model x-velocities. (b) Forward model y-velocities.
This is a simple, idealized ice stream. However, since the computational method is inde-
pendent of the problem, the techniques developed here apply to a simulation with more
complicated basal friction and topography. They can also be generalized to more realistic
simulations, such as those including the ice thickness equations.
4.1.1 Generalized Cost Function
The objective is to determine how sensitive a cost function, constrained by the forward
model, is to changes in a forcing parameter, such as basal friction or topography. For this
problem, a misfit cost function will be used. Define q E RN as the "exact" or "known"
parameter values where N is the number of unknown parameters and [u v] = <() are the
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x and y exact velocities computed by the forward model <D. Let i E RN be perturbed
parameters such that [i iV] = <D(r/) are perturbed velocity fields. For example, one possible i
is i = r7 + c, where e is a random variable with a known multivariate distribution. The cost
function J: RN - R is
1 1
TAF is used to compute how sensitive this cost function is to changes in both the basal
friction parameter and topography.
4.2 Basal Friction Parameter
Sticky spots in the basal friction cause regions of low velocity and basal till is believed to
play a role in the formation of ice streams by decreasing friction [4,9,19,20]. However, direct
sampling of the basal friction parameter is difficult because it requires drilling through ice
several kilometers thick. MacAyeal formulates an inverse problem to compute the basal
friction field based on ice velocity, data more readily available [20]. MacAyeal's minimizes
a cost function constrained by the shelf/stream equations using the Lagrange multiplier
method, described in section 1.2.1. MacAyeal shows, and utilizes, that, for the cost function
he proposes, the shelf/stream equations are self-adjoint [20]. The self-adjoint property allows
the cost function gradient with respect to basal friction to be computed using the same code
that solves the forward model [20, 21]. Although convenient for this problem, this method
does not generalize to models that are not self-adjoint. This is a major limitation if the
problem requires the gradient with respect to a different cost function or a different model
is used, such as the coupled shelf/stream and ice thickness equations.
Rather than employing the self-adjoint property, algorithmic differentiation is used to
compute the gradient of the cost function with respect to basal friction. Self-adjointness is
used as an independent test of the AD-generated solution. Using this method generalizes
MacAyeal's method to a wider array of problems. The unknown parameters, r/, are #2 and
the perturbed parameters, i are defined to be #2 = 10#2. The exact velocities, u and v, are
computed by solving shelf/stream equations using the unperturbed basal friction parameters,
these velocities are shown in figure 4.1. A cost function is implemented, which, given the
perturbed basal friction parameters, computes the perturbed velocities, i and V, by solving
the shelf/stream equations with the perturbed basal friction and evaluates the cost function
-- 1 T1 i- Vf)J(3) = -( - f) (u - f) + - )T(o -
The optimal basal friction field is !3* = argmin J(). This formulates the constrained mini-
mization. Ultimately, the goal is to compute #*, which requires the gradient of J with respect
to /. AD tools, such as TAF, are a general method to compute this gradient efficiently and
accurately [8,10]. The gradient is computed using the finite difference approximation, tan-
gent linear model, and adjoint model, described in section 1.2.4, the resulting gradients are
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shown in figure 4.2. The tangent linear and adjoint models are identical and both are well
approximated by finite differences, as expected.
/V V
(a) Finite Difference (b) Tangent Linear (c) Adjoint
Figure 4.2: Sensitivites to basal friction, #32, computed with the (a) finite difference approximation, (b)
tangent linear model, and (c) adjoint model. The tangent linear and adjoint models are exact and the
finite difference approximation is similar to these exact fields. The sensitivities are small and increase
toward the calving boundary.
The sensitivities are zero at the Dirichlet boundary conditions and increase in toward
the calving boundary, as expected. However, even for a #~2 that is ten times larger than the
exact value, the sensitivities are small, suggesting variations in #3 do not have a large effect
on the velocities.
4.3 Topography
Since the sensitivities to changes in the basal friction parameter are small, the gradients
with respect to topography are computed to determine if they play a more important role.
The shelf/stream equations, (3.9) and (3.10), depend on the surface topography gradient.
However, recall the ice thickness, h, is a prescribed parameter and is related to the surface
topography, z8 , and basal topography, zb, such that z, = zb + h. In realistic ice sheet
models, h is a, possibly time-evolving, model output and zb is a fixed model parameter. The
sensitivity with respect to z8 does not represent the sensitivity to a parameter. Instead, it is
the sensiity to the sum of an independent and dependent variable. Therefore, topography
sensitivities are computed with respect to zb, not z,. To do this, the shelf/stream equations,
(3.9) and (3.10), are slightly modified such that
&
V -Fh - 2 u-pgh [zb+h = 0
V 2 ph [o+h = 0.
4.3 Toograx2
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The same method used to compute the sensitivities to 32 is used to compute the sensitivities
to and -. In this application, the exact parameters, -r = , , and perturbedtoxi 19X2 L8X aX2 d tre
parameters, 17 = , , where b = 0. 9z, are used to compute the exact and perturbed
velocities, respectively. The cost function is
(Zb &Zb 1i 1J -,. -- =t -( - (Va4 I )T(n U + -( - )T(v- )8 xxiD x 2  2 2
Similar to the basal friction, the optimal topography is z* = argmin J , . The
derivatives of zb are computed analytically and t)z and Ozb are used as inputs to the com-
putation. The optimization can only find z* up to an arbitrary constant, which is assumed
to be zero. Once again, TAF is used to compute the gradient of J , with respect to
&Zb and -. This gradient is computed with a finite difference approximation, the tangentaX1 aX2
linear model, and the adjoint model, the results from these computations are shown in figure
4.3. Again, the finite difference model is a good approximation to the tangent linear and
adjoint models, which are exactly the same. The structure of the sensitivities makes physical
sense; they are zero at the Dirichlet boundaries, the sensitivity to a increases in magnitude
toward the calving boundary, and the sensitivity to ' increases in magnitude toward the09X2
center of the ice stream.
A major difference between the sensitivities to the topography, rather than the basal
friction, is they are significantly larger in magnitude. This suggests the topography is much
more important to the velocity fields computed by the shelf/stream equations. Therefore,
it is more important to have accurate topography data than basal friction data. This is
contradictory to typical glaciological inverse problems, which have largely focused on invert-
ing for basal friction [20]. The large magnitude of the sensitivities suggests such inverse
problems should invert for the topography. Mapping the basal topography may be difficult
because it requires collecting information that is below several kilometers of ice. However,
the large sensitivities suggest that this parameter plays and important role in ice flow dy-
namics. Therefore, this research suggests inverse problems using measured velocity and
prior topography knowledge to back out the bottom topography are important to solve to
accurately simulate ice flow dynamics.
4.4 Conclusions
The sensitivities with respect to two different parameter fields have been computed using
algorithmic differentiation, a method that easily generalizes to a large number of models,
parameters, and cost functions. The sensitivities suggest an relative importance of each
parameter, where large magnitudes suggest the parameter has a larger influence on the
computed velocity field. The sensitivities, which are the gradient of the cost function with
respect to an uncertain or unknown parameters, can be used to formulate inverse problems for
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Figure 4.3: (a-c) The finite difference approximation, tangent linear model, and adjoint model for '.
(d-f) The finite difference approximation, tangent linear model, and adjoint model for '. As expected,
the tangent linear and adjoint models are exactly the same and are well approximated by finite difference.
parameter estimation. Section 2.2 describes one way to formulate this inverse problem and
section 2.3 shows an example of how to implement it. In this formulation and computation
there are important distinctions between the basal friction and topography parameters that
suggest the topography will be easier to compute.
The basal friction is nonlinear and the topography is linear; the distinction between these
two types of parameters is explained in 2.5. If the basal friction parameter where an unknown
parameter, the term in the shelf/stream equations that is a product of the basal friction and
velocity would introduce a nonlinearity into the forward model. Whereas, if the topography
is an unknown parameter, no such nonlinearity is introduced. Section 2.5 suggests this
classification of parameters may indicate how difficult they are to invert for. However, the
shelf/stream equations are already nonlinear because of the viscosity, which may mean the
algorithm from sections 2.2 and 2.3 may fail regardless of the unknown parameter.
Using AD to compute model sensitivities easily extends to other problems. Even using
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the same model, it is possible to extend the current research to compute different sensitivities.
Other model sensitives, such as boundary conditions, or viscosity, could also be considered. If
the relative importance of each parameter is not known a priori, it is also possible to compute
the sensitivities to all of them at the same time. In the example shown here, it is possible to
define both the basal friction and topography as uncertain parameters. Alternative control
variables could also be formulated to compute sensitivities to computational parameters,
such as initial guesses for velocity, grid size, and nodes triangular reference element. Such
problems could be important to determine the effects of uncertain parameters on glacier
models or in computational design, for example, optimizing grid size.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
A method to compute model derivatives using algorithmic differentiation is developed and
implemented for two simple glacier models, the borehole problem and the two dimensional
ice shelf/stream equations. Much of this work sought to generalize methods developed for
specific parameters by MacAyeal [19-22]. The sensitivity of the model with respect to
multiple uncertain parameters was computed using a method similar to that of Heimbach
and Bugnion [13] and the model derivative was used to formulate an inverse problem. Having
access to the exact model derivative, without having to derive and discretize the adjoint
analytically, makes these methods easily applicable to large-scale, realistic models where
deriving the adjoint may be prohibitive.
5.1 Advances in Parameter Inversion
The borehole problem generalizes MacAyeal's method by allowing the inversion to compute
all uncertain parameters, not just surface temperature history. The method developed here
also computes uncertainty bounds on the computed parameters. The advantage to this
deterministic approach, rather than the Monte Carlo method presented by Dahl-Jensen et.
al. [5], is it only requires the model to be evaluated as many times as required by the
optimization method, 0(10), which is significantly less than the 0(105) model evaluations
required by Monte Carlo. In large, realistic simulations of Antarctica or Greenland 0(10')
model evaluations may be infeasible to evaluate, whereas 0(10) can be computed.
Difficulties arise when uncertain parameters introduce strong nonlinearities. The degree
of nonlinearity depends on the model and the parameter and, in some cases, can interfere
with the optimization. Algorithmic differentiation can compute the model Jacobian with
respect to the uncertain parameters, rather than the derivative of the cost function. The
Jacobian can be used to linearize the model around reference parameters and use this in the
optimization. In a simulation where the nonlinearities inhibit inversion, this method can be
applied. The borehole problem is a simple example where this method was used to invert
for many uncertain parameters, given a single vertical ice temperature profile.
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5.2 Advances in Sensitivity Analysis
Heimbach and Bugnion used sensitivity analysis to identify regions of the Greenland Ice Sheet
where parameters had behavior contradictory to conventional wisdom [13]. The sensitivity
of a two dimensional sheet/shelf model is computed to two parameters, the basal friction and
topography. AD allows this to be done without having to re-derive the unconstrained cost
function and Lagrange multipliers, or equivalently, the adjoint equations. Sensitivity analysis
showed the topography has more impact on the solution than basal friction, suggesting it is
important to develop reliable methods to invert for the bottom topography.
5.3 Future Work
In the examples considered here sensitivity and inversion was done for physical parameters
for the model's steady state solution. Other potential problems could be to invert for numer-
ical parameters, such as grid size, optimal meshing, or initial conditions. Time-dependent
sensitivities could be computed for transient problems could show different parameters dom-
inating ice behavior throughout time. In addition to analyzing ice dynamics, computational
science has been applied to experimental design [14]. For example, if the borehole problem
were generalized to two dimensions, using data from multiple boreholes, the goal of compu-
tational experimental design is to determine the optimal location for the next drill site, given
current state information and the relative difficulty of getting researchers and equipment to
the drill location.
Computational advances have been applied to simple glacier models. A natural extension
of this work is to apply these methods to more realistic simulations currently being developed
by glaciologists [7,13,19,21,29,31]. Combining state-of-the-art glacier models with state-of-
the-art computational science will ideally provide insights about glacier dynamics what will
aide in the prediction of future behavior of WAIS and other large ice masses. Such prediction
is important because of the potential impact of WAIS collapsing on mean global sea level
and global climate [30].
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